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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
AN INTEGRATED FRAMEWORK FOR PATENT ANALYSIS AND MINING
by
Longhui Zhang
Florida International University, 2016
Miami, Florida
Professor Tao Li, Major Professor
Patent documents are important intellectual resources of protecting interests of indi-
viduals, organizations and companies. These patent documents have great research
values, benecial to the industry, business, law, and policy-making communities.
Patent mining aims at assisting patent analysts in investigating, processing, and
analyzing patent documents, which has attracted increasing interest in academia and
industry. However, despite recent advances of patent mining, several critical issues in
current patent mining systems have not been well explored in previous studies.
These issues include: 1) the query retrieval problem that assists patent analysts
nding all relevant patent documents for a given patent application; 2) the patent
documents comparative summarization problem that facilitates patent analysts in
quickly reviewing any given patent document pairs; and 3) the key patent documents
discovery problem that helps patent analysts to quickly grasp the linkage between dif-
ferent technologies in order to better understand the technical trend from a collection
of patent documents.
This dissertation follows the stream of research that covers the aforementioned
issues of existing patent analysis and mining systems. In this work, we delve into three
interleaved aspects of patent mining techniques, including (1) PatSearch, a framework
of automatically generating the search query from a given patent application and
retrieving relevant patents to user; (2) PatCom, a framework of investigating the
relationship in terms of commonality and dierence between patent documents pairs,
vi
and (3) PatDom, a framework of integrating multiple types of patent information to
identify important patents from a large volume of patent documents.
In summary, the increasing amount and textual complexity of patent repository
lead to a series of challenges that are not well addressed in the current generation
systems. My work proposed reasonable solutions to these challenges and provided
insights on how to address these challenges using a simple yet eective integrated
patent mining framework.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Patent documents are important intellectual resources that can help protect interests
of individuals, organizations and companies. In the past decades, with the advanced
development of various techniques in dierent application domains, a myriad of patent
documents are led and approved. They serve as one of the important intellectual
property components for individuals, organizations and companies. These patent
documents are open to the public and made available by various authorities in a lot
of countries or regions around the world. For example, World Intellectual Property
Organization (WIPO) [wip11] reported 1.98 million total patent applications led
worldwide in 2010.
Patent documents have great research values, benecial to the industry, business,
law, and policy-making communities [ZLL15]. If patent documents are carefully an-
alyzed, important technical details and relations can be revealed, leading business
trends can be illustrated, novel industrial solutions can be inspired, and consequently
vital investment decisions can be made [Cam83]. Thus, it is imperative to carefully
analyze patent documents for evaluating and maintaining patent values. However,
patent analysis is a non-trivial task, which often requires tremendous amount of hu-
man eorts. In general, it is necessary for patent analysts to have a certain degree of
expertise in dierent research domains, including information retrieval, data mining,
domain-specic technologies, and business intelligence. In reality, it is dicult to
nd and train such analysts to match those multi-disciplinary requirements within a
relatively short period of time. Another challenge of patent analysis is that patent
documents are often lengthy, and full of technical and legal terminologies. Even
for domain experts, it may also require a lot of time to read and analyze a single
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patent document. Therefore, patent mining plays an important role in automatically
processing and analyzing patent documents [TLL07,ZL13].
Patent mining aims at assisting patent analysts in investigating, processing, and
analyzing patent document. Patent mining has attracted increasing interest in academia
and industry [TLL07]. Recently, patent mining has been widely explored by a lot of
researchers from dierent perspectives. These research activities mainly focus on the
specic tasks in the domain of patent analysis, which include (1) eectively retriev-
ing patent documents based on user-dened queries [AVJ10, BA10]; (2) eciently
performing patent classication for high-quality maintenance [Alt99,GLS01]; (3) in-
formatively representing patent documents to users [Car12,KSP08]; (4) exploring the
potential benet of patent documents [AANM91, EMS+12] and (5) eectively dealing
with cross-language patent documents [CGMEB12, FI01]. However, despite recent
advances of patent mining, several critical issues in current patent mining systems
have not been well explored in previous studies. These issues include:
1. Patent Retrieval: Patent retrieval is a subdomain of information retrieval, in which
the basic elements to search are patents. Due to the characteristics of patents
and special requirements of patent retrieval, patent search is signicantly dierent
from searching general web documents. For example, queries in patent search are
generally much longer and more complex than the ones in web search. Because of
the tremendous cost of patent prosecution and litigation, it would be benecial to
patent retrieval if these patent queries are comprehensively understood.
2. Analysis of Single Patent Document: Patents are one of the major carriers for tech-
nology documentation. In-depth analysis of patent documents enables uncovering
important technical details and relations, which can provide valuable information to
develop strategies for R&D. However, patent document is often lengthy, and full of
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technical and legal terminologies. Even for domain experts, it may require a huge
amount of time to read and analyze a single patent document.
3. Analysis of Multiple Patent Documents: Analyzing large volume of patent docu-
ments can help us eectively understand technological progress, comprehend the
evolution of technologies, and capture the emergence of new technologies. However,
analysis of multiple patent documents is a non-trivial task, as there might be a lot
of underlying relations among multiple documents, which requires a huge amount
of human eorts. In general, it is necessary for patent analysts to have a certain de-
gree of expertise in dierent research domains, including information retrieval, data
mining, domain-specic technologies, and business intelligence. Hence, automatic
approaches for assisting patent analysts in the patent processing and analyzing are
in high demand.
1.2 Contribution
My dissertation follows the stream of research that covers the aforementioned is-
sues of existing patent analysis and mining systems. In this work, I delve into three
interleaved aspects of patent mining techniques, including query generation for im-
proving the performance of patent retrieval, patent summarization for understanding
both commonality and dierence between patent pairs, and key patent mining from a
large volume of patent documents. In particular, the contributions of my dissertation
are summarized as follows.
1.2.1 A unied framework for Patent Retrieval
The rst contribution is a unied framework for patent retrieval, where the user
submits the entire patent document as the query. Given a patent document, our
3
framework will automatically extract representative yet distinguishable terms to gen-
erate a search query. In order to alleviate the issues of ambiguity and topic drifting, a
novel query expansion approach is proposed, which combines content proximity with
topic relevance. Our framework aims to help users retrieve relevant patent documents
as many as possible, and provide enough information to assist patent analysts in mak-
ing the patentability decision. Specically, the system has the following signicant
merits:
 Automatic keywords extraction: Based on the analysis of patent documents,
our framework is able to automatically extract important yet distinguishable
keywords from a given patent document, which integrates special characters of
patent documents (e.g. patent classication code and patent structure).
 Relevant keywords expansion: Based on the knowledge base and term thesaurus,
our framework is capable of expanding a list of keywords related to a given query
term. The expansion is achieved by combining the content proximity with topic
relevance.
 Result ltering with topic: Based on the expanded search query, our framework
is able to retrieve relevant patent documents. The result is achieved by nd-
ing all potential relevant patent documents and then ltering them within the
corresponding topics.
1.2.2 A comprehensive framework for Patents Comparison
The second contribution is a novel and comprehensive framework to model and com-
pare given patent documents, which utilizes graph-based techniques to connect the
dots among various aspects of the two patent documents on a term co-occurrence
graph. When analyzing the retrieved patents for dierent retrieval tasks, our ap-
proach can serve as automatic baseline, and consequently allow the analysts to quickly
4
go through the results. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the rst journey
towards reducing human eorts of comparing patent documents by leveraging com-
parative summarization techniques. In summary, the contributions of our work are
three-fold:
 We formulate the problem of comparing patent documents as a comparative
summarization problem, and explore dierent means to solve this problem;
 We utilize a graph-based method to highlight the commonalities and dierences
between patents, and meanwhile show the relationship between the patents
regarding their dierences;
 We conduct extensive evaluation on a collection of US patent documents, and
the results demonstrate the eectiveness of our proposed approach.
1.2.3 Discovering Key Patent on Multi-View Patent Graphs
The third contribution is a unied framework of discovering dominant patent docu-
ments, in which multiple types of patent-related information are employed, including
the content and citation relations of patent documents. The input to the system is
a topic or a classication code relevant to a specic technical eld. The system rst
retrieves all the patent documents related to the topic/code from a patent database.
We then construct a multi-view patent graph in which patent content, citation rela-
tions and temporal orders are integrated. We model the problem of identifying key
patents as a minimum-cost dominating set problem, and select key patents using an
approximation algorithm. We further discover a list of patent-related problems based
on the identied key patents. These problems can be resolved by considering the
temporal order of patent documents and connecting the dots between the key patents
through graph-based algorithms.
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To the best of our knowledge, our work is the rst journey towards unifying the
process of understanding the linkage between dierent technologies in the domain
of patent analysis, by considering both document content and citation relations of
patents. The contributions of our work along this direction are three-fold:
 We present a unied framework to identify dominating technologies on a multi-
view patent graph that synthesizes both patent content and citation relations.
 We apply the proposed framework to multiple patent-related analysis problems
that aim to discover the linkage of patents, including:
{ PatentLine, i.e., to outline the technology evolution of a particular do-
main;
{ PatentTrace, i.e., to trace a given technique to previous related technolo-
gies;
{ PatentLink, i.e., to discover the technical connection of two given patent
documents.
 We conduct extensive empirical evaluation on a collection of US patent docu-
ments, and the results demonstrate the ecacy of the framework.
In summary, the increasing amount and textual complexity of patent repository
lead to a series of challenges that are not well addressed in the current generation of
patent mining systems. My work proposed reasonable solutions to these challenges
and provided insights on how to address these challenges using a simple yet eective
integrated patent mining framework.
1.3 Organization of this Dissertation
To assist the understanding and reading this dissertation, an outline of the material
presented in this dissertation is given as follows. In Chapter 2, we will investigate
6
multiple critical research questions in the domain of patent mining and briey intro-
duce the existing solutions to each task based on the techniques being utilized. In
Chapter 3, we will study the problem of leveraging text mining techniques, especially
the query expansion techniques, to conduct the query reformulation task for improv-
ing patent retrieval performance of the current system. Then in Chapter 4, we will
explore comparative summarization methods in addressing the problem of compar-
ing patent documents. Moveover, a novel comparative summarization approach is
proposed, which utilizes graph-based techniques to connect the dots among various
aspects of the two patent documents on a term co-occurrence graph. Afterwards,
in Chapter 5, we study the problem of mining dominating technologies from a large
collection of patent documents. Finally, we will conclude my research in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2
Preliminaries and Related Work
Patent documents are important intellectual resources of protecting interests of in-
dividuals, organizations and companies. Dierent from general web documents (e.g.,
web pages), patent documents have a well-dened format including frontpage, de-
scription, claims, and gures. However, they are lengthy and rich in technical terms,
which requires enormous human eorts for analysis. Hence, a new research area,
called patent mining, emerges in recent years, aiming to assist patent analysts in in-
vestigating, processing, and analyzing patent documents. Despite the recent advances
in patent mining, it is still far from being well explored in research communities. To
help patent analysts and interested readers obtain a big picture of patent mining, we
thus provide a systematic summary of existing research eorts along this direction.
In this chapter, we present an overview of the technical trend in patent mining.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In x 2.1, we give a brief introduction of
several technical research questions in the domain of patent mining, including patent
search, patent categorization, patent visualization, and patent evaluation. Inx 2.2, we
provide an introduction to patent documents by describing patent document struc-
tures, patent classication systems, and various patent mining tasks. Section 2.3
presents a summary of research eorts for addressing patent retrieval, especially,
patent search. In Section 2.4, we investigate how patent documents can be auto-
matically classied into dierent predened categories. In Section 2.5, we explore
how patent documents can be represented to analysts in a way that the core ideas
of patents can be clearly illustrated and the correlations of dierent documents can
be easily identied. In Section 2.6, we show that the quality of a patent document
can be automatically evaluated based on some predened measurements that help
companies decide which patent is more important and should be further maintained
for eective property protection. In Section 2.7, we present dierent techniques for
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cross-language patent mining, including approaches to solving machine translation
and semantic correspondence. Section 2.8 discusses existing free and commercial
patent mining systems that provide various functionalities to allow patent analysts to
perform dierent patent mining tasks. Finally, Section 2.9 concludes this chapter and
discusses emerging research- and application-wise challenges in the domain of patent
mining.
2.1 Introduction
Patent application is one of the key aspects of protecting intellectual properties. In
the past decades, with the advanced development of various techniques in dierent
application domains, a myriad of patent documents are led and be approved. They
serve as one of the important intellectual property components for individuals, or-
ganizations and companies. These patent documents are open to public and made
available by various authorities in a lot of countries or regions around the world. For
example, World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)1 reported 1.98 million
total patent applications led worldwide in 2010.
Patent documents have great research values, benecial to the industry, business,
law, and policy-making communities. If patent documents are carefully analyzed,
important technical details and relations can be revealed, leading business trends
can be illustrated, novel industrial solutions can be inspired, and consequently vital
investment decisions can be made [Cam83]. Thus, it is imperative to carefully analyze
patent documents for evaluating and maintaining patent values. In recent years,
patent analysis has been recognized as an important task at the government level.
Public patent authorities2 in United States, United Kingdom, China and Japan have
1http://www.wipo.int/ipstats/en/general info.html.
2http://www.wipo.int/directory/en/urls.jsp.
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invested various resources to improve the performances of creating valuable patent
analysis results for various patent analysis tasks.
However, patent analysis is a non-trivial task, which often requires tremendous
amount of human eorts. In general, it is necessary for patent analysts to have
a certain degree of expertise in dierent research domains, including information
retrieval, data mining, domain-specic technologies, and business intelligence. In
reality, it is dicult to nd and train such analysts to match those multi-disciplinary
requirements within a relatively short period of time. Another challenge of patent
analysis is that patent documents are often lengthy, and full of technical and legal
terminologies. Even for domain experts, it may also require a lot of time to read and
analyze a single patent document. Therefore, patent mining plays an important role
in automatically processing and analyzing patent documents [TLL07,ZL13].
A patent document often contains dozens of items that can be grouped into two
categories: (1) structured items, which are uniform in semantics and format (such as
patent number, inventor, ling date, issued date, and assignees); and (2) unstructured
items, which consist of text content in dierent length (including claims, abstracts,
and descriptions of the invention.). Given such a well-dened structure, patent docu-
ments are considerably dierent from general web documents (e.g., web pages), most
of which contain unstructured data, involving free texts, links, tags, images, and
videos. Hence, the analysis of patent documents might be dierent from the one for
web documents in terms of the format and various application-wise purposes.
In this chapter, we comprehensively investigate multiple critical research ques-
tions in the domain of patent mining, including (1) how to eectively retrieve patent
documents based on user-dened queries (See Section 2.3)? (2) how to eciently
perform patent classication for high-quality maintenance (See Section 2.4)? (3)
how to informatively represent patent documents to users (See Section 2.5)? (4)
how to explore and evaluate the potential benet of patent documents (See Sec-
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Table 2.1: Representative patent mining tasks and approaches.
Tasks Techniques References
Patent Retrieval
(See Section 2.3)
Query Generation [AVJ10,BA10,BHHS12,CS12,KSC11,MKG+11,MRS08,MWdR09,TFT+12,TW08,WO06,XC09a,XC09b]
Query Expansion
[ASM11,BR10,Fuj07a,Fuj07b,GLJ11,GLMJ11,GGR+10,GMK+10,HRH+10, Ito04,Kis03,MJ10]
[MJ11a,MLJ11,MAKC12,MC12,MRS08,NM12,TUT05,TR12a,TR12b,TTJ07,WO06]
Patent Classication
(See Section 2.4)
Using Dierent Resources [Alt99,GLS01,KC07,KSB03,Lar97,Lar99,LHS06,PEBD08,TGP+10]
Using Dierent Classier [CH04,CC12,FTBK03,FTFK04,GLS01,TBT07,XCL+08]
Patent Visualization
(See Section 2.5)
Structured Data Visualization [HCC03,SBS08,TWY+12,YAKBY08,YLP03,YP04]
Unstructured Text Visualization [AY04,HX09,LYP09,Tse05,YYP02]
Hybrid Visualization [Car12,KSP08,Li09,Men05,SP09,TWY+12,YAY+10,YYP02]
Patent Valuation
(See Section 2.6)
Unsupervised Exploration [AANM91, EMS+12,JT05,JSC+11,LCSP12,LPH10,MPRA14,OLMY12,VZ11,VWTR05]
Supervised Evaluation [EMS+12,HHX+12,JSC+11,LPH10,OW11,VZ11]
Cross-Language Mining
(See Section 2.7)
Machine Translation [CGMEB12,FI01,FUYU09,GLC+11,JLS+10,KHB+07,MJ11b,MHFI03]
Semantic Correspondence [KKM+11,LST07,LDL+98,Jin10,Ter07,VSTC03]
tion 2.6)? and (5) how to eectively deal with cross-language patent documents (See
Section 2.7)? For each question, we rst identify several critical research challenges,
and then discuss dierent research eorts and various techniques used for address-
ing these challenges. Table 2.1 summarizes dierent patent mining tasks, including
patent retrieval, patent classication, patent visualization, patent exploration, and
cross-language patent mining. Up-to-date references/lists related to patent mining
can be found at http://users.cis.u.edu/lzhan015/patmining.html. In the following
sections, we will briey introduce the existing solutions to each task based on the
techniques being utilized.
2.2 Background
In this section, we rst provide a brief overview of patent documents and their struc-
ture, and then describe the current patent classication systems, followed by intro-
ducing the tasks in the entire process of patent application.
2.2.1 The Structure of Patent Documents
According to World Intellectual Property Organization3, the denition of a patent
is: \patents are legal documents issued by a government that grants a set of rights
3http://www.wipo.int.
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of exclusivity and protection to the owner of an invention. The right of exclusivity
allows the patent owner to exclude others from making, using, selling, oering for
sale, or importing the patented invention during the patent term, typically period
from the earliest ling date, and in the country or countries where patent protection
exists." Based upon the understanding of the denition, patent documents are one
of the key components that serve to protect the intellectual properties of patent
owners. Note that patents and inventions are two dierent yet interleaved concepts:
patents are legal documents, whereas inventions are the content of patents. Dierent
countries or regions may have their own patent laws and regulations, but in general
there are two common types of patent documents: utility patents and design patents.
Utility patents describe technical solutions related to a product, a process, or a useful
improvement, etc., whereas design patents often represent original designs related to
the specications of a product. In practice, due to the distinct properties of these
two types of patents, the structure of patent document may vary slightly; however,
a typical patent document often contains several requisite sections, including a front
page, detailed specications, claims, declaration, and/or a list of drawings to illustrate
the idea of the solution.
Figure 2.1 shows an example of the front page of a patent document. In general,
a frontpage contains four parts, described as follows:
1. Announcement, which includes Authority Name (e.g. United States Patent),
Patent No., and Date of Patent (i.e., patent publication date).;
2. Bibliography, which often includes Title, Inventors, Assignee, Application No.,
and Date of ling.;
3. Classification and Reference, which include International Patent Classi-
cation Code, Region-based Classication Code (e.g., United State Classication
12
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Figure 2.1: Front page of a patent document.
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Code), and/or other patent classication categories, along with references as-
signed by the examiner;
4. Abstract, which may contain a short description of the invention and sometimes
a drawing that is the most representative one in terms of illustrating the general
idea of the invention.
Beside the front page, a patent document contains detailed description of the solu-
tion, claims, and/or a list of drawings. The description section, in general, depicts
the background and summary of the invention, brief description of the drawings, and
detailed description of preferred embodiments. The claim section is the primary
component of a patent document, which denes the scope of protection conveyed by
the invention. It often contains two types of claims: (1) the independent claim which
stands on itself; and (2) the dependent claims which refer to its antecedent claim.
A patent document is often lengthy, compared with other types of documents, e.g.,
web pages. Although the structure of a patent document is well-dened, a myriad of
obscure and ambiguous text snippets are often involved, and various technical terms
are often used in the content, which render the analysis of patent document more
dicult.
2.2.2 Patent Classication Criteria
Before the publication of patent applications, one or more classication codes are
often assigned to patent documents based on their textual contents for the purpose
of ecient management and retrieval. Dierent patent authorities may maintain
their own classication hierarchies, such as the United States Patent Classication
(USPC) in the United States, the International Patent Classication (IPC) for the
World Intellectual Property Organization, and the Derwent classication system xed
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by Thomson Reuters. In the following, we will introduce the classication taxonomies
of IPC and USPC in more details.
IPC Taxonomy
IPC was established in 1971 based on Patent Cooperation Treaty [PT74]. This hi-
erarchical patent classication system categorizes patents to dierent technological
groups. There are over 100 countries using IPC system to classify their national
patent applications. Specically, the IPC category taxonomy contains 8 sections, 120
classes, 630 subclasses, 7,200 main groups and approximately 70,000 sub-groups. A
typical IPC category contains a class label and a piece of text description to indicate
the specic category content.
In IPC, all technological elds are rst grouped into 8 sections represented by
one of the capital letters from A to H4, including (A) \Human necessities"; (B)
\Performing operations, transporting"; (C) \Chemistry, metallurgy"; (D) \Textiles,
paper"; (E) \Fixed constructions"; (F) \Mechanical engineering, lighting, heating,
weapons, blasting"; (G) \Physics"; and (H) \Electricity". Then, within each section,
the technological elds are regrouped into classes as the second level of the IPC
taxonomy. Each class consists of one or more subclasses, which are treated as the
third level of the taxonomy. Finally, each subclass is further divided into subdivisions
referred to as \groups". As an illustrative example, Figure 2.2 describes the class label
\H01S 3/00" and its ancestors.
USPC Taxonomy
The USPC system was developed in 1836, which is the rst patent taxonomy es-
tablished in the world [RDT99]. In USPC, the patent categories are organized as a
4http://www.wipo.int/classications/ipc/en.
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H01 BASIC ELECTRIC ELEMENTS 
Class Section Sub-class 
H01S 3/00 Lasers, i.e. devices for generation, amplification, 
modulation, demodulation, or frequency-changing, using 
stimulated emission, of infra-red, visible, or ultra-violet waves 
H01S DEVICES USING STIMULATED EMISSION 
Group 
H ELECTRICTY 
Figure 2.2: An example of IPC.
two-level taxonomy, i.e., class and subclass. Each class has a designated class num-
ber, and includes a descriptive title, class schedule, and denitions. Then each class
is subdivided into a number of subclasses. A subclass has a number, a title, an indent
level indicated by one or more dots, a denition, a hierarchical relationship to other
subclasses in a class, and relationships to other subclasses in other classes. A subclass
is the smallest searchable group of patents in USPC.
2.2.3 Tasks in Patent Analysis and Investigation
Based upon the ling status of a patent document, a patent mining system can be
decomposed into two modules: (1) Pre-ling module, in which the patent documents
are carefully examined to ensure the non-infringement; and (2) Post-ling module, in
which patent documents are maintained and analyzed. The general architecture of a
patent mining system is depicted in Figure 2.3.
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During the pre-ling process, or say, the application process, there are two major
tasks:
1. Classifying the patent application into multiple predened categories (e.g., IPC
and USPC). This task aims to not only restrict the searching scope, but also
ease the maintenance of patent applications/documents.
2. Searching all relevance patent documents from patent databases and non-patent
documents from online resources. The primary goal of this task is to examine
the infringement/patentability, and assigning a list of appropriate references for
better understanding the idea of the patent application.
Currently in most intellectual property authorities and/or patent law rms, these two
tasks are often being conducted manually. In practice, these two tasks, especially the
latter one, may require specic domain expertise and a huge amount of time/human
eorts.
The major focus of the post-ling process is to maintain and analyze patent
documents in order to provide fully functional support to various types of enter-
prises. For example, a company plans to develop a new product. Prior to the de-
sign/implementation of this product, it is essential to determine what related products
have already been produced and patented. Therefore, a typical task is to perform a
comprehensive investigation towards the related domain/products by virtue of patent
search. By doing this, the company is able to obtain an overview of the general
technologies applied in the corresponding domain, as well as the technical details of
relevant products. In general, in the process of post-ling, besides the task of patent
search, three additional tasks are often involved:
1. Patent visualization, which aims to represent patent documents to help patent
analysts easily understand the core idea of patents;
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2. Patent valuation, which explores patent documents in dierent ways to evaluate
their value, potential, impact, etc.;
3. Cross-language mining, which localizes patent information from patent docu-
ments that are described by multiple languages.
However, due to the large volume of patent les and diverse writing styles of patent
applications, these processes are time-consuming, and often require a lot of human
eorts for patent reading and analysis. The ultimate goal of these eorts is to provide
Patent Classification 
Patent Application 
Patentability  Search 
Patent  
Retrieval 
Patent  
Visualization 
Cross-linguistic  
Mining 
Assign  
classification  
codes to the 
application 
Assign a list of 
references to  
the application 
Patent Documents  
Pre-filing 
Post-filing 
Patent  
Valuation 
Figure 2.3: The architecture of a patent mining system.
automatic tools to ease the procedure of patent analysis. In the following sections,
we will introduce the existing academic/industrial eorts in designing patent mining
algorithms and building patent mining applications using the architecture shown in
Figure 2.3.
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2.3 Patent Retrieval
Patent retrieval is a subdomain of information retrieval, in which the basic elements
to search are patent documents. Due to the characteristics of patent documents and
special requirements of patent retrieval, patent search is quite dierent from searching
general web documents. For example, queries in patent search are generally much
longer and more complex than the ones in web search.
With the domain-specic requirement of patent retrieval, patent search has gained
great attention in the last decade in both academia and industry. Currently, there
are numerous benchmark collections of patent documents available in information
retrieval community, and several workshops and symposiums on patent retrieval have
been organized, including NTCIR5, CLEF6 and TREC7. In 2003, the third NTCIR
workshop [IFKT03] rstly provided benchmark collections of patent documents for
enhancing research on patent information processing. They assigned the \Patent
Retrieval Task" to explore the eect of retrieving patent documents in real-world
applications. The recent advancement in patent search is driven by the \Intellectual
Property" task initialized by CLEF [PT10]. Several teams participated in the prior-
art search task of the CLEF-IP 2010 and proposed approaches to reduce the number
of returned patent documents by extracting a set of key terms and expanding queries
for broader coverage.
Despite the recent advances, the task of patent retrieval remains challenging from
multiple perspectives. We summarize several challenges related to patent retrieval
as listed in Table 2.2. In the following, we rst introduce various types of patent
search tasks in Section 2.3.1, and then discuss existing solutions/approaches to the
5http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/index-en.html.
6http://ifs.tuwien.ac.at/clef-ip.
7http://trec.nist.gov.
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Table 2.2: Challenges in patent retrieval.
Challenges Reasons
Low Readability People may use rhetorical structures and am-
biguous terms to defend their invention in
order to obtain broader protection.
Lengthy Query People often use the whole patent document
as a query to perform searching.
High Recall Missing one strongly relevant document in
patent retrieval is unacceptable because of
the tremendous cost of patent lawsuit.
aforementioned challenges. A summary of patent retrieval techniques is depicted in
Figure 2.4. Specically, in Section 2.3.2 we discuss how to improve the readabil-
ity of patent documents; in Section 2.3.3 we introduce existing methods that assist
patent examiners in generating query keywords; and in Section 2.3.4 we describe the
techniques to expand the query keyword set.
Query 
Expansion 
Appending-based 
Methods 
Feedback-based 
Methods 
External Methods 
Internal Methods 
Pseudo Relevance Feedback 
Citation Analysis 
Document 
Preprocessing 
Structural Complexity Reduction 
Spelling Errors Correction 
Query 
Generation 
Patent Query Extraction 
Patent Query Partition 
P
a
te
n
t R
e
trie
v
a
l 
Figure 2.4: A summary of patent retrieval techniques.
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2.3.1 Patent Search and a Typical Scenario
In practice, there are ve representative patent search tasks listed as follows:
 Prior-Art Search, which aims at understanding the state-of-the-art of a general
topic or a targeted technology. It is often referred to as patent landscaping or
technology survey. The scope of this task mainly focuses on all the available
publications8 worldwide.
 Patentability Search, which tries to retrieve relevant documents worldwide that
have been published prior to the application date, and may disclose the core
concept in the invention. This task is often performed before/after patent ap-
plication.
 Invalidity Search, which searches the available publications that invalidate a
published patent document. This task is usually performed after a patent is
granted.
 Infringement Search, which retrieves valid patent publications that are infringed
by a given product or patent document. In general, the search operates on the
claim section of the available patent documents.
 Legal Status Search, which determines whether an invention has freedom to
make, use, and sell; that is, whether the granted patent has lapsed or not.
In Figure 2.5, we provide an overview of the procedure to perform patent search
tasks. As depicted, it contains 4 major steps:
Step 1 Construct the retrieval query:
An initial action is to determine the type of patent search task (as aforemen-
8Here the publications are public literatures, including patent documents and sci-
entic papers.
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ae  
Identify the type 
of search 
Identify the scope 
of search 
Identify  the initial 
query 
Perform the 
retrieval query 
Review the 
retrieved  results  
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dissatisfaction 
Generate search 
reports 
Refine the retrieval 
query Done? 
START 
END 
STEP 2. PERFORM THE 
QUERY AND REVIEW THE 
RESULTS 
STEP 3. REFINE THE 
RETRIEVAL QUERY 
STEP 4. ANALYZE THE 
RETURNED RESULTS 
Yes! 
No! 
STEP 1. CONSTRUCT THE 
RETRIEVAL QUERY 
Figure 2.5: A typical procedure of patent search.
tioned) based on the purpose of patent retrieval. Then, the search scope can
be identied accordingly. For example, patentability search is to retrieve rel-
evant documents that are published prior to the ling/application date, and
therefore the scope of patentability search contains all the available documents
worldwide. Finally, we need to construct the initial retrieval query based on
the user's information need, as well as the type of the task. For example, in the
task of invalidity search, both the core invention and the classication code of
the patent document need to be identied.
Step 2 Perform the query and review the results:
Queries are executed in the scope of the task identied in Step 1, and relevant
documents are returned to the user. Then the user will review the returned
results to determine whether the documents are desired. If so, go to Step 4;
otherwise, go to Step 3.
Step 3 Rene the retrieval query:
If the returned results in Step 2 are not satisfactory (e.g., too many documents,
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too few results, or many irrelevant results), we need to rene search queries in
order to improve the search results. For example, we can put more constrains
(hyponyms) in the query if we want to reduce the number of returned docu-
ments, or remove several constrains (hyponyms) if we get too few results, or
replace the query with new keywords if the results are irrelevant.
Step 4 Analyze the returned results:
After a user reviews each returned document, he/she will write a search report
based on the search task in accordance with the patent law and regulation.
The search report, in general, consists of: (1) a summary of the invention; (2)
classication codes; (3) databases or retrieval tools used for search; (4) relevant
documents; (5) query logs; and (6) retrieval conclusions.
We take patentability search as an illustrative example to further explain the
search procedure. Suppose a patent examiner tries to perform the patentability search
for a patent application related to \Personal Data Mining". In Step 1, he/she will read
the application le and extract keywords such as \data mining", \capture data", and
\correlation connection link", and generate the search query based on these keywords.
Then he/she will perform the search query within a series of patent databases, such as
USPAT and IBM TDB, and iteratively rene the query according to the search results
in Step 2 and 3. Finally, he/she will read all 40 \hits" (the returned documents) to
nd a list of relevant documents and write a search report in Step 4. Figure 2.6 shows
a query log of this example9.
2.3.2 Patent Document Preprocessing
In Section 2.2.1, we have introduced the typical structure of patent documents. Be-
sides the structured content in the front page, a patent document, in practice, often
9http://portal.uspto.gov/pair/PublicPair.
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 Ref # Hits Search Query DBs Default 
Operator 
Plurals Time stamp 
L1 92897 ?709?.clas US-PGPUB 
USPAT; 
IBM_TDB 
OR ON 2010/08/20 
10:45 
L10 14775 705/7-10.ccls US-PGPUB 
USPAT; 
IBM_TDB 
OR ON 2010/08/20 
11:13 
L12 8372 709/217.ccls US-PGPUB 
USPAT; 
IBM_TDB 
OR ON 2010/08/20 
11:14 
L13 109 707/776.ccls US-PGPUB 
USPAT; 
IBM_TDB 
OR ON 2010/08/20 
11:14 
  ? ? ? 
S226 440 S225 and ((data near2 
mining)(captur$4 near2 
data)) with (personal) 
US-PGPUB 
USPAT; 
UPAD 
OR ON 2010/08/17 
16:15 
S227 383 S225 and ((recommend$6 
same (correlation ?data 
mining? (data adj (mine 
mining))) same ((personal 
user) with (data 
information))) 
US-PGPUB 
USPAT; 
UPAD 
OR ON 2010/08/17 
16:16 
S228 40 S225 and ((recommend$6 
same (correlation ?data 
mining? (data adj (mine 
mining))) same ((personal 
user) with (data 
information))).clm 
US-PGPUB 
USPAT; 
UPAD 
OR ON 2010/08/17 
16:16 
Figure 2.6: A sample query log of patent search.
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contains a large amount of unstructured textual information. In order to ensure the
patentability of patent documents and maximize the scope of the protection, patent
attorneys or inventors, in general, use complex sentences with domain-specic words
to describe the invention, which renders patent documents dicult to understand or
read, even for domain experts. This phenomenon is more common in the claims,
which is the most important part of a patent document, as claims often dene the
implementation of essential components of the patent invention. In order to help
users quickly grasp the core idea of a patent document, and consequently improve
the eciency of patent retrieval, it is imperative to rene the readability of patent
documents.
A patent document often involves complex structure and/or lexicon. To ease the
understanding of patent document, researchers usually try to reduce both structural
complexity and lexical complexity using techniques of information retrieval, data min-
ing, natural language processing, etc.
For example, in [SOMI03], Shinmori et al. utilize nature language processing
methods to reduce the structural complexity. They predene six relationships (pro-
cedure, component, elaboration, etc) to capture the structure information of Japanese
patent claims. In addition, they use cue-phrase-based approaches to extract both cue
phrase tokens and morpheme tokens, and then employ them to create a structure
tree to represent the rst independent claim. Their experimental results on NTCIR3
patent data collection indicate that the proposed tree-based approach can achieve
better performance in terms of accuracy. In contrast, Sheremetyeva [She03] proposes
the similar approach to capture both the structure and lexical content of claims from
US patent documents. The author decomposes the long claim sentences into short
segments, and then analyzes the dependence relations among them. After that, a tree-
basd representation is provided to capture both content and structure information of
claims, and consequently the readability is improved.
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Besides the complexity, patent documents often contain some spelling errors. Stein
et al. [SHG12] indicate that many patents from USPTO contain the spelling errors,
e.g., \Samsung Inc" may be written as \Sumsung Inc". Such errors may increase
the inconsistency of the patent corpus and hence may deteriorate the readability of
patent documents. Thus, they provide an error detection approach to identify the
spelling errors in the eld of patent assignee (e.g., company name). The experiments
have shown that both precision and recall can be improved after they correct the spell
errors.
2.3.3 Patent Query Generation
In general, users may specify only several keywords in ad-hoc web search. Most web-
based search systems have the restriction on the length of the input query, e.g., the
maximum number of query keywords in Google search engine is 32. One possible
reason is that the retrieval response time of search engines increases along with the
length of the input. Comparatively in patent retrieval systems, a patent query often
consists of tens or even hundreds of keywords on average.
A common practice of generating such a query is to manually extract representa-
tive terms from original patent documents or add additional technological terms. This
is often achieved by patent examiners, which requires a tremendous amount of time
and human eorts. Also, patent examiners are expected to have strong technological
background in order to provide a concise yet precise query.
To assist patent examiners in generating patent queries, a lot of research work
has been proposed in the last decade. In general, there are two automatic ways to
produce a patent query, i.e., query extraction and query partition.
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Query Extraction
Query extraction aims to extract representative information from an invention that
describes the core idea of the invention. The simplest way of query extraction is
to extract the abstract which is the summary of the invention given by the patent
applicant, or the independent claims which dene the scope of the protection. How-
ever, the extracted information based on abstracts or claims may not be suitable to
form the patent query. The reason is straightforward: applicants often describe the
abstract/claim without enough technical details in order to decrease the retrievability
of their patent, and the terms in the abstract/claims often contain obscure meaning
(e.g., \comprises" means \consists at least of") [TLL07].
To alleviate this issue, Konishi [Kon05] tries to expand the query by selecting
terms from the explanative sentences in the description. As mentioned in Section 2.2,
the description section of a patent document consists of the detailed information of
the invention.
Additional eorts along this direction involve [MKG+11, XC09b] that extract
query terms from dierent sections of a patent document to automatically trans-
form a patent le into a query. In [XC09b], dierent weights are assigned to terms
from dierent sections of patents. Their experiments on a USPTO patent collection
indicate that using the terms from the description section can produce high-quality
queries, and using the term frequency weighting scheme can achieve superior retrieval
performance. In [MKG+11], a patent query is constructed by selecting the most rep-
resentative terms from each section based on both log-likelihood weighting model and
parsimonious language model [HRZ04]. While the authors only consider 4 sections,
including title, abstract, description and claims, they draw the same conclusion that
extracting terms from the description section of a patent document is the best way
to generate queries. Mahdabi et al. [MAKC12] further propose to utilize the interna-
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tional patent code as an additional indicator to facilitate automatic query generation
from the description section of patents.
In addition to extracting query terms from a single section [MAKC12,MKG+11,
XC09b], Konishi [Kon05] exploits the combination of queries from multiple sections to
build a query. The intuition is that the terms extracted from a single section is more
cohesive from the ones from dierent sections, whereas the terms of multiple sections
can help emphasize the dierences between sections. Therefore, the generated queries
from single sections can be treated as subqueries for searching patent documents.
The experiments [Kon05] demonstrate that the best retrieval performance could be
achieved by combining the extracted terms from the abstract, claims, and description
sections.
However, the aforementioned approaches require to assign weights to terms from
dierent sections. In most cases, the weights of terms are dicult to obtain, and hence
have to be heuristically assigned. To further improve the retrieval, Xue and Croft
consider to employ additional features, including patent structural features, retrieval-
score features, and the combinations of these features to construct a \learning-to-
rank" model [XC09a]. Their experiments on a USPTO patent collection demonstrate
that the combination of terms and noun-phrases from the summary eld can achieve
the best retrieval performance.
Query Partition
An alternative way for query generation is to automatically partition the query doc-
ument into multiple subtopics, and generate keywords based on each subtopic.
Along this direction, several partition-based approaches have been proposed to
improve the quality of patent queries. For example, Takaki et al. [TFI04] partition
the original query document into multiple subtopics, and then builds sub-queries to
retrieval similar documents for each subtopic. A entropy-based \relevance score" of
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each subtopic is dened to determine relevance documents. However, this method in-
volves extracting terms from the query document for each subtopic element, and hence
the time complexity will increase along with the number of subtopics. Borgonovi et
al. [Bor08] present a similar approach to segment original query into subtopics. In-
stead of extracting terms form subtopics, they treat subtopics as sub-queries, and
directly use them to execute the search and merge results obtained from each sub-
query as the nal result. Another approach [BHHS12] splits the original query doc-
ument into multiple sentences, and then treats each sentence as an individual query
to perform search. The top k relevant documents of each sub-query are merged as
the nal retrieval result. The empirical evaluation demonstrates that this approach
is able to achieve reasonable retrieval performance, and also can signicantly improve
the running time compared with other baselines.
2.3.4 Patent Query Expansion
Patent search, as a recall-orientated search task, does not allow missing relevant
patent documents due to the highly commercial value of patents and high costs of
processing a patent application or patent infringement. Thus, it is important to
retrieve all possible relevant documents rather than nding only a small subset of
relevant patents from the top ranked results. To this end, a common practice is
to enrich the query keywords in order to improve the keyword coverage, which is
often referred to as query expansion. Recently, many query expansion techniques
have been introduced in the eld of patent search to improve the eectiveness of the
retrieval. As discussed in [MJ11a,MRS08], the methods for tackling this problem
can be categorized into two major groups: (1) appending-based methods, which either
introduce similar terms or synonyms from patent document or external resources, or
extract new terms from patent document to expand or reformulate a query; and (2)
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feedback-based methods, which modify the query based on the retrieved results, e.g.
using pseudo relevance feedback or citation analysis.
Appending-Based Methods
Appending-based methods try to append additional terms to the original keyword set.
In practice, the additional terms can be extracted from either the query document
or the external resources, e.g., Wordnet and Wikipedia. Based on the information
sources utilized by query expansion, this type of methods can be further decomposed
into two groups: (1) methods that employ the query document as the expansion basis;
and (2) methods that use external resources to expand the query.
Internal methods: This type of techniques exploits the query patent document
itself as the resource to expand the original keyword set. The general process is to
extract relevant or new terms that represent the major idea of the invention. A lot
of query expansion approaches fall into this group. For example, Konishi [Kon05]
expands query terms by virtue of the \explanative sentences" extracted from the
description section of the query patent, where the explanative sentences are obtained
based on the longest common substring with respect to the original keyword set. In
addition, several approaches [MJ11a,TR12b] use multi-language translation models
to create a patent-related synonyms set (SynSet) from a CLEP-IP patent collection,
and expand the original query based on SynSet.
Parvaz et al. [MAKC12] introduce various features that can be used to estimate
the importance of the noun-phrase queries. In their method, important noun-phrase
queries are selected to reformulate original keyword set. These approaches are able
to improve the retrieval performance; however, the improvement purely based on the
extraction paradigm is quite marginal.
To further enhance the retrieval capability, semantic relations, e.g., the keyword
dependencies, between query keywords are often explored. For example, Krishnan et
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al. [KCS10] propose an approach to identifying the extracted treatment and causal
relationships from medical patent documents.
In [NM12], linguistic clues and word relations are exploited to identify important
terms in patent documents. Based on the extracted relations between problems and
solutions, the original query is reformulated. The evaluation shows that by consider-
ing the semantic relations of keywords, the retrieval performance can be improved to
a great extent.
External methods: This type of techniques aims to utilize external resources,
e.g., WordNet and Wikipedia, to expand original queries. WordNet is a large lexical
database of English that groups dierent terms into sets of cognitive synonyms. It is
often employed by researchers from the information retrieval community to enhance
retrieval eectiveness. Recently, WordNet has been used to facilitate the process of
query expansion in patent retrieval. For instance, Magdy and Jones [MJ11a] build
a keyword-based synonym set with extracted synonyms and hyponyms from Word-
Net, and utilize this synonym set to improve the retrieval performance. However,
in some cases it cannot obtain reasonable results due to the deciency of contextual
information. To solve this problem, Al-Shboul and Myaeng [ASM11] introduce an-
other external resource, i.e., Wikipedia, to capture the contextual information, i.e.,
the category dependencies. Based on the category information of Wikipedia, another
query candidate set is generated. Finally, the WordNet-based synonym set and the
Wikipedia-based candidate set are integrated to rene the original query.
Besides the public resources available online, the domain-specic ontology is an-
other reliable public resource that can be utilized to expand the keyword set. For
example, Mukherjea et al. [MB04] apply the Unied Medical Language System as an
ontology to facilitate the keyword-based patent query expansion in biomedical do-
main, and the result can be rened based on the semantic relations dened by the
ontology.
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Another useful resource is the patent classication information that denes the
general topic/scope of patent documents [Ada01,HAS10]. Mahdabi et al. [MGHC13]
treat patent classication information as domain knowledge to facilitate query ex-
pansion. Based on the international patent classication information, a conceptual
lexicon is created and serves as a candidate pool to expand the keyword set. To
further improve the eectiveness of patent retrieval, the proximity information of
patent documents is exploited to restrict the boundary of query expansion. Recently,
Tannebaum et al. [TR12b,TR13] introduce the query logs as expert knowledge to im-
prove query expansion. Based on the analysis of query logs, they extract the frequent
patterns of query terms and treat them as rules to expand the original keyword set.
Feedback-Based Methods
The idea of relevance feedback [Sal71] is to employ user feedbacks to improve the
search result in the process of information retrieval. However in practice, it is often
dicult to obtain direct user feedbacks on the relevance of the retrieved documents,
especially in patent retrieval. Hence, researchers usually exploit indirect evidence
rather than explicit feedback of the search result. Generally, there are two types of
approaches to acquire indirected relevant feedback: pseudo relevance feedback and
citation analysis.
Pseudo relevance feedback: Pseudo relevance feedback (Pseudo-RF) [XC96],
also known as blind relevance feedback, is a standard retrieval technique that re-
gards the top k ranked documents from an initial retrieval as relevant documents.
It automates the manual process of relevance feedback so that the user gets im-
proved retrieval performance without an extended interaction [MRS08]. Pseudo-RF
has been extensively explored in the area of patent retrieval. Several related ap-
proaches have been proposed to employ Pseudo-RF to facilitate the retrieval perfor-
mance of patent search. In NTCIR3, Kazuaki [Kis03] exploits two relevance feedback
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models, including the Rocchio [Sal71] model and Taylor expansion based model, and
then extends relevance feedback methods to pseudo relevance feedback methods by
assuming the top-ranked k documents as relevant documents. In NTCIR4 [Ito04]
and NTCIR5 [TUT05], several participants attempt to utilize dierent Pseudo-RF
approaches to improve the retrieval eectiveness. However, existing studies indicate
that Pseudo-RF based approaches perform relatively poor on patent retrieval tasks,
as it suers from the problem of topic drift due to the ambiguity and synonymity of
terms [MLJ10].
To alleviate the negative eect of topic drift, Bashir and Rauber [BR09] provide
a clustering-based approach to determine whether a document is relevant or irrele-
vant. Based upon the intra-cluster similarity, they select top ranked documents as
relevant feedback from top ranked clusters. Recently, Mahdabi et al. [MC12] utilize
a regression model to predict the relevance of a returned document combined with a
set of features (e.g. IPC clarity and query clarity). Their experiments demonstrate
the superiority of the proposed method over the standard pseudo relevance feedback
method. Based on this approach, in [MAKC12], they introduce an additional key-
phrase extraction method by calculating phrase importance scores to further improve
the performance.
Citation analysis: There are two types of citations assigned to patent docu-
ments: applicant-assigned citations and examiner-assigned citations. The rst type
of citations are produced by patent applicants, and often appear in the specication
of patent applications in a way similar to the case that research papers are cited.
Comparatively, citations assigned by patent examiners are often obtained based on
the results from patentability search of the patent application, and hence might be
more accurate because of the authority of the examiners.
Citations are good indicators of relevance among patent documents, and thus are
often utilized to improve the search results. For example, Fuji [Fuj07a] considers the
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cited documents as relevance feedback to expand the original query. Based on the
empirical evaluation, the retrieval performance can be signicantly improved by virtue
of patents citation information. In CLEF 2009 IP track, Magdy et al. [MJ10] propose
to automatically extract the applicant-assigned citations from patent documents, and
utilize these cited documents to facilitate patent retrieval. They further improve the
citation feedback method by introducing additional terminological resources such as
Wikipedia [MLJ11].
2.4 Patent Classication
Patent classication is an important task in the process of patent application, as
it provides functionalities to enable exible management and maintenance of patent
documents. However in recent years, the number of patent documents is rapidly
increasing worldwide, which increases the demand for powerful patent mining systems
to automatically categorize patents. The primary goal of such systems is to replace
the time-consuming and labor-intensive manual categorization, and hence to oer
patent analysts an ecient way to manage patent documents.
Since 1960, automatic classication has been identied as an interesting prob-
lem in text mining and natural language processing. Nowadays, in the eld of text
classication, researchers have devised many excellent algorithms to address this prob-
lem. However, as we previously described, it is still a non-trivial task in the domain
of patent mining due to the complexity of patent documents and patent classica-
tion criteria. There are several challenges during the process of patent classication,
including (1) patent documents often involve the sophisticated structures, verbose
pages, and rhetorical descriptions, which renders automatic classication ineective
as it is dicult to extract useful features; (2) the hierarchical structure of the patent
classication schema is quite complex, e.g. there are approximately 72,000 sub-groups
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in the bottom level of IPC taxonomy; and (3) the huge volume of patent documents,
as well as the increasing variety of patent topics, exacerbates the diculty of auto-
matic patent classication.
To overcome these challenges, researchers have put a lot of eorts in designing ef-
fective classication systems in the past decades. The major focus along this research
direction includes (1) utilizing dierent types of information to perform classica-
tion; and (2) testing the performance of dierent classication algorithms on patent
documents.
2.4.1 On Using Dierent Resources
The bag-of-words (BOW) model is often employed to represent unstructured text
document. In the domain of patent document classication, the BOW represen-
tation has been widely explored. For example, Larkey [Lar97] proposes a patent
classication system in which terms and phrases are selected to represent patent doc-
uments, weighted by the frequency and structural information. Based on the vector
space model, KNN (K-Nearest Neighbors) and Nave Bayes classication models are
employed to categorize US patent documents. The experiments indicate that the
performance of KNN-based classier is better than that of Nave Bayes in the task
of patent classication. After that, Koster et al. [KSB03] propose a new approach
which employs the Winnow algorithm [GLS01] to classify patent applications. The
BOW-based model is utilized to represent patent documents. Based on their experi-
ment result, they state that the accuracy of using full-text documents is much better
than that of abstracts.
The popularity of the BOW-based representation is originated from its simplicity.
However, it is often dicult to convey the relationships among terms by using the
BOW-based model. To address this issue, Kim et al. [KC07] propose a new approach
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to facilitate patent classication by introducing the semantic structural information.
They predene six semantic tags, including technological eld, purpose, method,
claim, explanation and example. Given a patent document, they convert it to the
new representation based on these semantic tags. They then calculate the similarity
based on both the term frequency and the semantic tag. Finally, KNN-based model
is exploited to automatically classify the Japanese patent documents. The proposed
approach achieves 74% improvement over the prior approaches in Japanese patent
classication.
It has been widely recognized that patent classication is dicult due to the com-
plexly structure and professional criteria of the current patent classication schema.
Hence, beside exploiting the existing patent classication schema to categorize patent
documents, some researchers explore the possibility of using other types of taxonomies
to fulll this task. For example, in [PEBD08], Pesenhofer et al. exploit a new taxon-
omy generated from Wikipedia to categorize patent documents. Cong et al. [LHS06]
design a TRIZ-based patent classication system in which TRIZ [Alt99] is a widely
used technical problem solving theory. These systems provide exible functionalities
to allow users to search relevant patent documents based on the applied taxonomy.
2.4.2 On Using Dierent Classiers
Following the aforementioned eorts, researchers are also interested in exploring what
types of classication algorithm can help improve the classication accuracy. For
example, Fall et al [FTBK03,FTFK04] compare the performance of dierent classi-
cation algorithms in categorizing patent documents, including Nave Bayes, Support
Vector Machine (SVM), KNN, and Winnow. Besides, they also compare the eect of
utilizing dierent parts of patent documents, such as titles, claims, and the rst 300
words of the description. Their experiments have shown that SVM achieves the best
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performance for class-level patent document categorization, and it is the best way to
use the rst 300 words of the description for representing patent documents.
As mentioned in Section 2.2, the IPC classication system is a ve-level classi-
cation schema which contains more than 70,000 sub-groups in the bottom level. The
ne-grained class label information renders patent classication more dicult. To
alleviate this problem, Chen et al. [CC12] present a hybrid categorization system
that contains three steps. Firstly, they train an SVM classier to categorize patent
documents to dierent sub-classes; they then train another SVM classier to separate
the documents to the bottom level of IPC; nally, they exploit KNN classication
algorithms to assign the classication code to the given patent document based on the
selected candidates. In their experiments, they compare various approaches employed
in the sub-group level patent classication and show that their approach achieves the
best performance.
Besides the traditional classication models, hierarchical approaches have also
been explored, given the fact that the patent classication schema can naturally be
represented as a taxonomy, as described in Section 2.2. For example, in [CH04],
Cai and Hofmann present a novel hierarchical classication method that generalizes
SVM. In their method, structured discriminant functions are used to mirror the class
hierarchy. All the parameters are learned jointly by optimizing a common objective
function with respect to a regularized upper bound on the empirical loss. The exper-
iments on the WIPO-alpha patent collection demonstrate the eectiveness of their
method. Another hierarchical model involves [TBT07], in which the taxonomy in-
formation is integrated into an online classier. The results on the WIPO-alpha and
Espace A/B patent collections show that the method outperforms other state-of-the-
art approaches signicantly.
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2.5 Patent visualization
The complex structure of patent documents often prevents the analysts from quickly
understanding the core idea of patents. To resolve this issue, it would be helpful to
visualize patent documents in a way that the gist of patents can be clearly shown
to the analysts, and the correlations between dierent patents can be easily identi-
ed. This is often referred to as patent visualization, an application of information
visualization.
As introduced in Section 2.1, a patent document contains dozens of items for
analysis, which can be grouped into two categories:
 structured data, including patent number, ling date, issued date, and assignees,
which can be utilized to generate a patent graph by employing data mining
techniques;
 unstructured text, consisting of textual content of patent documents, such as
abstract, descriptions of the invention, and major claims, which can be used to
generate a patent map by employing text mining techniques.
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(a) Patent Assignee
Citation Graph (Source:NodeXL)
(b) Water Patent Landscape
Map (Source:CleanTech)
Figure 2.7: Representative examples of patent visualization.
In the following, we will discuss how patent documents can be visualized using these
two types of data, as well as the integration of them.
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2.5.1 Using Structured Data
For the purpose of analysis, structured data in patent documents are often repre-
sented as graphs. The primary resource used for constructing graphs is the citation
information among dierent patents. By analyzing the citation graph, it is easy to
discover interesting patterns with respect to particular patent documents. An exam-
ple of patent citation graphs is illustrated in Figure 2.7a. Along this direction, several
research work has been published, in which graphs are used to model patent citations.
For example, in [HCC03], Huang et al. create a patent citation graph of high-tech
electronic companies in Taiwan between 1998 and 2000, where each point denotes an
assignee, and the link between two points represents the relationship between them.
They categorize the companies into 6 major groups, and apply graph analysis to show
the similarity and distinction between dierent groups.
Citation analysis has been the most frequently adopted tool in visualizing the
relationships of patent documents. However in some cases, it is dicult to capture
the big picture of all the patent documents purely using a citation graph, as cita-
tions are insucient to grasp the inner relations among patents. To alleviate this
issue, Yoon and Park propose a network-based patent analysis method, in which the
overall relationship among patents is represented as a visual network [YP04]. In ad-
dition, the proposed method takes more diverse keywords into account and produces
more meaningful indices, which enable deeper analysis of patent documents. Tang
et al. [TWY+12] further extend this idea by constructing a patent heterogeneous
network, which involves a dynamic probabilistic model to characterize the topical
evolution of patent documents within the network.
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2.5.2 Using Unstructured Text
Unstructured text in patent documents provides rich information of the core ideas
of patents, and therefore it becomes the primary resource for patent analysts to
perform content analysis. Compared with the citation analysis, the content-based
patent map has considerable advantages in latent information extraction and global
technology visualization. It can also help reduce the burden of domain knowledge
dependance. In the last decade, several visualization approaches have been proposed
to explore the underlying patterns of patent documents and present them to users.
For example, in [YYP02], Yoon et al. present three types of patent maps, including
technology vacuum map, claim point map, and technology portfolio map, all of which
are generated from the unstructured text of patent documents. Figure 2.7b shows a
patent landscape map. Similarly, Atsushi et al. [AY04] propose a technology portfolio
map generated using the concept-based vector space model. In their model, they
apply single value decomposition on the word co-occurrence matrix to obtain the
word-concept matrix, and then exploit the concept-based vector to represent patent
documents. To generate the patent landscape map, they employ the hierarchical
clustering method based on the calculated document-concept matrix. More recently,
Lee et al. [LYP09] present an approach to generating the technology vacuum map
based on patent keyword vectors. They employ principal component analysis to
reduce the space of keyword features to make suitable for use on a two-dimensional
map, and then identify the "technology vacuum areas" as the blank zones with sparse
density and large size in the map.
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2.5.3 Integrating Structured and Unstructured Data for Vi-
sualization
Unstructured text is useful for analyzing the core ideas of patents, and structure data
provide evidences on the correlations of dierent patent documents. These two types
of information are often integrated together for the purpose of visualization. As a
representative work, Kim et al. [KSP08] propose a novel visualization method based
on both structured and unstructured data. Specically, they rst collect keywords
from patent documents under a specic technology domain, and represent patent
documents using keyword-based vectors. They then perform clustering on patent
documents to generate k clusters. With the clustering result, they form a semantic
network of keywords, and then build up a patent map by rearranging each keyword
node according to its earliest ling date and frequency in patent documents. Their ap-
proach not only describes the general picture of the targeted technology domain, but
also presents the evolutionary process of the corresponding techniques. In addition,
natural language prossing is utilized to facilitate patent map generation [YPK13].
Compared with the traditional technology vacuum map purely built on patent con-
tent, this approach integrates bibliographic information of patent documents, such as
assignee and le date, to construct the patent maps. The generated patent map is
able to assist experts in understanding technological competition trends in the process
of formulating R&D strategies.
2.6 Patent Valuation
Patent documents are the core of many technology organizations and companies. To
support decision making, it is imperative to assess the quality of patent documents for
further actions. In practice, a common process of evaluating the importance/quality
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of patent documents is called patent valuation, which aims to assist internal decision
making for patent protection strategies. For example, companies may create a col-
lection of related patents, called patent portfolio [WP05], to form a \super-patent"
in order to increase the coverage of protection. In this case, a critical question is
how to explore and evaluate the potential benet of patent documents so as to select
the most important ones. To tackle this issue, researchers often resort to two types
of approaches: unsupervised exploration and supervised evaluation. In the following,
we discuss existing research publications related to patent valuation from these two
perspectives.
2.6.1 Unsupervised Exploration
Unsupervised exploration on the importance of patent documents is often oriented
towards two aspects: inuence power and technical strength. The former relies on the
linkage between patent documents, e.g., citations, whereas the latter mainly focus on
the content analysis.
Inuence power: The rst work of using citations to evaluate the inuence power
of patent documents involves [EHO78]. In this work, a citation graph is constructed,
where each node indicates a patent document, and nodes link to others based on
their citation relations. The case study of semi-synthetic penicillin demonstrates
the eectiveness of using citation counts in assessing the inuence power of patents.
In [AANM91], Albert et al. further extend the idea of using citation counts, and prove
the correctness of citation analysis to evaluate patent documents. In addition, two
related techniques are proposed, including the bibliographic coupling that indicates
two patent documents share one or more citation, and co-citation analysis that indi-
cates two patent documents have been cited by one or more patent documents. Based
on these two techniques, Huang et al. [HCC03] integrate the bibliographic coupling
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analysis and multidimensional scaling to assess the importance of patent documents.
Further, ranking-based approaches can also be applied to the process of patent valu-
ation. For example, Fujii [Fuj07a] proposes the use of PageRank [BP98] to calculate
citation-based score for patent documents.
Technical strength: Unlike approaches that rely on the analysis of the inuence
power of patent documents, some research publications focus on the analysis of the
technical strength of inventions, which is relevant to the content of patents. For in-
stance, Hasan et al. [HSGA09] dene the technical strength as claim originality, and
exploit text mining approaches to analysis the novelty of patent documents. They
use NLP techniques to extract the key phrases from the claims section of patent doc-
uments, and then calculate the originality score based on the extracted key phrases.
This valuation method has been adopted by IBM, and is applied to various patent
valuation scenarios; however, the term-based approaches suer the problem of term
ambiguity, which may deteriorate the rationality of the scores in some cases. To alle-
viate this issue, Hu et al. [HHX+12] exploit the topic model to represent the concept
of the patents instead of using words or phrases. In additional, they state that tradi-
tional patent valuation approaches cannot handle the case that the novelty of patents
evolves over time, i.e., the novelty may decrease along time. Therefore, they exploit
the time decay factor to capture the evolution of patent novelty. The experiment
indicates that their proposed approach achieves the improvement compared with the
baselines.
2.6.2 Supervised Evaluation
The aforementioned approaches dene the importance of patent documents from ei-
ther content or citation links. In essence, they are unsupervised methods as the goal
is to extract meaningful patterns to assess the value of patents purely based on the
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patent itself. In practice, besides these two types of resources, some other information
may also be available to exploit. Some researchers introduce other types of patent
related records, such as patent examination results [HSN+12], patent maintenance
decisions [JSC+11], and court judgments [LHL+11], to generate predicated models to
evaluate patent documents.
For example, Hido et al. [HSN+12] create a learning model to estimate the patentabil-
ity of patent applications from the historical Japan patent examination data, and then
use the model to predict the examination decision for new patent applications. They
dene the patentability prediction problem as a binary classication problem (reject
or approval). In order to obtain an accuracy classier, they exploit four types of
features, including patent document structure, term frequency, syntactic complexity,
and word age [HSGA09]. From their experiments, they demonstrate the superiority of
the proposed method in estimating the examination decision. Jin et al. [JSC+11] con-
struct a heterogeneous information network from patent documents corpus, in which
nodes could be inventors, classication codes, or patent documents and edges could
denote the classication similarity, the citation relation or inventor cooperation, etc.
Based on this heterogeneous network, they dene interesting features, such as meta
features, novelty features, and writing quality features, to created a patent quality
model that is able to predict the value of patents and give the maintenance decision
suggestion. Liu et al. [LHL+11] propose a graphical model that discovers the valid
patents which have highly probability to achieve the victory during the patent litiga-
tion process. Based on the patent citation count and court judgments, they dene a
latent variable to estimate the quality of patent documents. They further incorporate
various quality-related features, e.g., citation quality, complexity, reported coverage,
and claim originality, to improve the probabilistic model. The experiments indicate
that their approach achieves promising performance for predicting court decisions.
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2.7 Cross-Language Patent Mining
Patent documents are quite sensitive to regions, i.e., patents from dierent regions
might be described by dierent languages. However in reality, patent analysts prefer
to receive localized patent information, even if they are described by multiple lan-
guages. For example, a patent document is written by English, but an analyst from
Spain expects that this patent can be translated to Spanish for better understanding.
In addition, international patent documents are required to be written by the language
accepted worldwide, which is often referred to as patent globalization. In such cases,
cross-language patent mining is needed to support patent localization/globalization.
In the current stage of cross-language patent mining, the primary task is cross-
language information retrieval, which enables us to retrieve information from other
languages using a query written in the language that we are familiar with. In general,
a cross-language patent retrieval system can be constructed using two techniques:
machine translation and semantic correspondence. In the following, we describe the
details of these two techniques and discuss existing research eorts on this direction.
2.7.1 Using Machine Translation
A well-known technique to address cross-language retrieval is machine translation.
By translating a query to the desired language, the problem can be reduced to a
monolingual information retrieval task that various approaches can be employed.
Popular machine translation systems, such as Google Translate10, Bing Transla-
tor11, and Cross Language12, have been widely exploited in tackling the problem of
10http://translate.google.com.
11http://www.bing.com/translator.
12http://www.crosslanguage.co.jp.
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cross-language patent retrieval [CGMEB12, JLS+10,MJ11b,MHFI03]. The NTCIR
Workshop holds a machine translation track to encourage researchers to practice the
cross-lingual patent retrieval task [FUYU09].
In [MHFI03], Makita et al. present a multilingual patent retrieval system based
on the method proposed in [FI01], which employs a probabilistic model to reduce the
ambiguity of query translation. As indicated in the report of NTCIR9 Patent Machine
Translation task [GLC+11], several participants propose word-based and phrase-based
translation approaches by exploiting Moses [KHB+07], an open source toolkit for
statistical machine translation. Their experiments demonstrate that lexicon-based
approaches are able to achieve acceptable performance; however, the domain-specic
terms and structural sentences of patent documents are dicult to translate. Hence,
it is imperative to explore the syntactic structure of patents when performing patent
document translation.
2.7.2 Using Semantic Correspondence
An alternative way of building a cross-language patent search engine is to explore
the semantic correspondence among languages. The basic idea is to rst construct
the semantic relations of a pair of languages, and then interpret the query to another
language. In [LDL+98], Littman et al. present a novel approach which creates a
cross-language space by exploiting latent semantic indexing(LSI) in cross-language
information retrieval domain. Base on the research of [LDL+98], Li et al. [LST07]
propose a new approach to retrieve patent documents in the Japanese-English collec-
tion. They introduce the method of kernel canonical correlation analysis [VSTC03] to
build a cross-language sematic space from Japanese-English patent documents. The
empirical evaluation shows that the proposed method achieves signicant improve-
ment over the state-of-the-art. However, it may require a lot of eorts to build a
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cross-language semantic space, and also the performance of this type of approaches
is restricted by the quality of the semantic space.
2.8 Applications
Patent mining aims to assist patent analysts in eciently and eectively manag-
ing huge volume of patent documents. It is essentially an application-driven area
that has been extensively explored in both academia and industry. There are a lot
of online patent mining systems, either with free access or having commercial pur-
poses. Table 2.3 lists several representative systems that provide exible function-
alities of patent retrieval and patent analysis (Part of the content is obtained from
Intellogist13).
Table 2.3: Comparison among dierent patent mining systems.
Systems
Thomson 
Innovation Orbit Total Patent ProQuest PatFT Espacenet
Patent 
Scope
Google 
Patent 
Free Patents 
Online
Owner
Thomson 
Reuters Questel LexisNexis Quest USPTO EPO WIPO Google
Free Patents 
Online
Data Coverage(Number of 
authorities) 8 21 32 3 1 2 1 6 3
Legal Status Data Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No No
Non-Patent Sources Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No No
Legal Status Data Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No
Quick Search Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Advanced Search Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes
Keyword Term Highlighting Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Personalize Result Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No No Yes
Keep Queries History Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes
Queries Combination Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No No
Bulk Documents Download Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No No
Warning Mechanism Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No
Statistical Analysis Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes No No
Patents Graphs Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No No
Keyword Analysis Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No No
Advanced Analysis Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No No
13http://www.intellogist.com.
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Patent mining systems, e.g., Google Patent14, Baidu Patent15 and FreePatentO-
nine16, provide free access and basic retrieval functionalities and are very easy to use
for the majority. In addition, a list of patent authorities, e.g., USPTO17, EPO18,
WIPO19, provide advanced search functions to allow professional users to input more
complex patent queries for high-recall retrieval. These authority-based systems usu-
ally require more human eorts and domain expertise.
Some leading companies, e.g., Thomson Reuters, Questel, and Lexisnesxis, oer
commercial patent mining systems. Compared with the systems with free access,
commercial systems provide more advanced features to assist analysts in retrieval
and processing patent documents. These commercial systems often have:
 Widespread scope. Most commercial systems not only cover patent data from
multiple authorities, but also integrate other types of resources. For example,
Thomson Reuters includes science and business articles, Questel combines news
and blogs, and Lexisnesxis considers law cases. These resources are comple-
mentary to patent documents and are able to enhance the analysis power of the
systems.
 Cutting-edge analysis. Commercial systems often provide patent analysis func-
tionalities, by which more meaningful and understandable results can be ob-
tained. For example, Thosmson Innovation provides a function called Themescape
14https://www.google.com/?tbm=pts.
15http://zhuanli.baidu.com.
16http://www.freepatentsonline.com.
17http://www.uspto.gov.
18http://www.epo.org.
19http://www.wipo.int.
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that identies common themes within the search results by analyzing the con-
cept clusters and then vividly presents them to users.
 Export functionality. Compared with free patent retrieval systems that do not
allow people to export the search results, most commercial systems provide
customized export functions that enable users to select and save dierent types
of information.
Recently, several patent mining systems have been proposed in academia, most
of which are constructed by utilizing the available online resources. For example,
PatentSearcher [HRH+10] leverages the domain semantics to improve the quality
of discovery and ranking. The system uses more patent elds, such as abstract,
claims, descriptions and images, to retrieve and rank patents. PatentLight [CPP12]
is an extension of PatentSearcher, which categorizes the search results by virtue of
the tags of the XML-structure, and ranks the results by considering exible con-
straints on both structure and content. Another representative system is called
PatentMiner [TWY+12], which studies the problem of dynamic topic modeling of
patent documents and provides the topic-level competition analysis. Such analysis
can help patent analysts identify the existing or potential competitors in the same
topic. Further, there are some mining systems focusing on patent image search. For
instance, PATExpert [WBD+06] presents a semantic multimedia content representa-
tion for patent documents based on semantic web technologies. PatMedia [VMYK12]
provides patent image retrieval functionalities in content-based manner. The visual
similarity is realized by comparing visual descriptors extracted from patent images.
2.9 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we comprehensively investigated several technical issues in the eld of
patent mining, including patent search, patent categorization, patent visualization,
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and patent evaluation. For each issue, we summarize the corresponding technical
challenges exposed in real-world applications, and explore dierent solutions to them
from existing publications. We also introduce various patent mining systems, and
discuss how the techniques are applied to these systems for ecient and eective
patent mining. In summary, this survey provides an overview on existing patent
mining techniques, and also sheds light on specic application tasks related to patent
mining.
With the increasing volume of patent documents, a lot of application-oriented
issues are emerging in the domain of patent mining. In the following, we identify a
list of challenges in this domain with respect to several mining tasks.
 Figure-Based Patent Search introduces patent drawings as additional informa-
tion to facilitate traditional patent search tasks, as technical gures are able to
vividly demonstrate the core idea of invention in some domains, especially in
electronics and mechanisms. The similarity between technical gures may help
improve the accuracy of patent search.
 Product-Based Patent Search: In general, a product may be associated with
multiple patents. For example, \iPhone" contains a list of key components,
such as touchscreen, frame, adapter, and operating systems. What are the
patents related to each component? We call this case as product-based patent
search, which provides the component-level patent search results for a product.
 Patent Infringement Analysis aims to decide whether two patent documents are
similar or one is covered by another. In general, the analysts have to manually
read through lengthy patent documents to determine the equivalence/coverage.
It is necessary to automate this process, or at least to provide concise summaries
to ease the understanding.
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 Large-Scale Patent Retrieval aims to alleviate the scalability issue of patent
search engines. Due to the large volume of patent documents, the performance
of traditional patent retrieval systems cannot meed the expectation of patent
analysts. To resolve this problem, patent documents need to be carefully pro-
cessed and indexed.
 Multi-Label Hierarchical Patent Classication denotes the process of automat-
ically categorizing patent documents into the pre-dened classication tax-
onomies [CH04], e.g., IPC or USPC. This is a crucial step in patent document
management and maintenance. However, existing approaches to solving this
problem cannot eciently handle large classication taxonomies.
 Technique Evolution Analysis involves generating a technology evolution tree for
a given topic or a classication code related to granted patents [ZLLZ14]. It is a
representative application of patent visualization, which enables us to eectively
understand technological progress, comprehend the evolution of technologies
and grab the emergence of new technologies.
 Detecting Potential Collaborators/Competitors : When a company would like
to design a new product, a problem usually encountered by the company is
who to collaborate with. Identifying potential collaborators is helpful to reduce
the cost, as well as to accelerate the process of the product. In addition, the
company needs to acquire features of similar products by the competitors.
 Cross-Domain Patent Recommendation: Online news services give people op-
portunities to quickly grasp the trending techniques in industry by reading tech-
nical news articles. However, tech news articles often contain a list of uncommon
terms that cannot be easily understood by the audience, and consequently hin-
der news readers' reading experience. Therefore, it would be helpful to present
patent summaries to news readers for better understanding of tech news.
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Some challenges, such as the scalability and classication issues, are imperative to
solve in order to assist patent analysts in eciently and eectively performing patent
analysis tasks. Other challenges can stimulate the emergence of new types of patent-
oriented applications, such as evolutionary analysis and drawing-based retrieval. Even
though it is impossible to describe all algorithms and applications in detail for patent
mining, we believe that the ideas and challenges discussed in this survey should give
readers a big picture of this eld and several interesting directions for future studies.
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CHAPTER 3
PatSearch: An Integrated Framework for Patent Document
Retrieval
Patent retrieval primarily focuses on searching relevant legal documents with respect
to a given query. Processes of patent retrieval may dier signicantly, depending on
the purposes of specic retrieval tasks. Given a patent application, it is challenging
to determine the patentability, i.e., to decide whether a similar invention has been
published. Therefore, it would be helpful to use the patent document as the query,
which could reduce the labor cost and time consuming. However, it is not a trivial
task to nd all relevant prior art using the entire patent document as a query, as such
a query is composed thousands of terms which cannot represent a focused information
need.
To this end, in this chapter, we propose a unied system, name PatSearch, that
automatically transforms the query patent into a reasonable and eective search
query. It rstly extracts reprehensive yet distinguishable terms from a given patent
application to generate a search query, and then expands the query by combining con-
tent proximity with topic relevance. Finally, a list of relevant patent documents have
been retrieved that provide enough information to assist patent analysts in making
the patentability decision. An empirical evaluation of real-world patents collection
provides interesting insights and demonstrates the eectiveness of our system.
3.1 Motivation
From Chapter 2, we know that patent documents are an important type of intellec-
tual resources that helps protect interests of companies. Dierent from general web
documents (e.g., web pages), patent documents have a well-dened format, and they
are often lengthy and rich in technical terms, which may require many human eorts
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for analysis. Therefore, patent retrieval, as a new research area, emerges in recent
years, aiming to assist patent analysts in retrieving, processing and analyzing patent
documents [ZLL15].
In practice, patent retrieval tasks may dier from each other in terms of the re-
trieval purpose. Typical patent retrieval tasks include prior-art search (understanding
the state-of-the-art of a targeted technology), patentability search (retrieving relevant
patent documents to check if similar ideas exist), infringement search (examining if
a product infringes a valid patent or not), etc. [AYFD+11]. Due to the great com-
mercial value of patents and signicant costs of processing a patent application or a
patent infringement case, these tasks share a common requirement, i.e., to provide
full coverage with respect to the query document as much as possible.
The high quality of the search query is the cornerstone of patent retrieval; however,
it is not a trivial task to nd/form such a query. In order to ensure the patentability
of patent documents and maximize the scope of the protection, patent attorneys or
inventors, in general, use complex sentences with domain-specic words to describe
the invention, which renders patent documents dicult to read or understand. This
phenomenon is more common in the claims, which is the most important part of a
patent document, as claims often dene the implementation of essential components
of the patent invention. A common practice of generating the expected query is to
manually extract representative terms from original patent documents or add addi-
tional technological terms by domain expects, which requires a tremendous amount
of time and human eorts. Hence, it is imperative to automate this process and
assist the analysts to nd more relevant patent documents. As an example, Xue et
al. [XC09b] extract query terms from the summary eld of a patent document, and
rely on the term frequency to automatically transform a patent le into a query.
On the other hand, patentability retrieval, as a recall-orientated search task, does
not allow missing relevant patent documents due to the highly commercial value of
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patents and high costs of processing a patent application or patent infringement.
Thus, it is important to retrieve all possible relevant documents rather than nding
only a small subset of relevant patents from the top ranked results. To this end, a
common practice is to enrich the query keywords in order to improve the keyword
coverage, which is often referred to as query expansion. Recently, many query ex-
pansion techniques have been introduced in the eld of patent search to improve the
eectiveness of the retrieval [MJ11a,MRS08]. However, despite recent advances of
query expansion technique, several critical issues in current patent search systems
have not been well explored in previous studies. For example, the expansion of query
terms may result in topic drifting, i.e., the topics of the query may change/shift to an
unintended direction after query expansion. Another critical issue is the ambiguity of
search query, i.e., a single term may have multiple meanings with respect to specic
context.
3.2 System Overview
To overcome the aforementioned issues, we proposed a unied framework, name
PatSearch, where the user submits the entire patent application as the query. Given
a patent application, PatSearch will automatically extract representative yet dis-
tinguishable terms to generate an search query. In order to alleviate the issues of
ambiguity and topic drifting, a novel query expansion approach is proposed, which
combines content proximity with topic relevance. PatSearch aims to help users re-
trieval relevant patent documents as many as possible, and provide enough informa-
tion to assist patent analysts in making the patentability decision. Specically, the
framework has the following signicant merits:
 Automatic keywords extraction: Based on the analysis of patent documents,
PatSearch is able to automatically extract important yet distinguishable key-
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words from a given patent application, which integrates special characters of
patent documents(e.g. patent classication code, patent structure).
 Relevant keywords expansion: Based on the knowledge base and term thesaurus,
PatSearch is capable of expanding a list of keywords related to a given query
term. The expansion is achieved by combining the content proximity with topic
relevance.
 Results ltering with Topic: Based on the expanded search query, PatSearch
is able to retrieve relevant patent documents. The result is achieved by nd-
ing all potential relevant patent documents and then ltering them within the
corresponding topics.
Figure 3.1 shows an overview of the framework architecture of PatSearch. Specif-
ically, it contains two major modules: (1) an oine module that performs patent term
analysis to create a domain-related keyword thesaurus, and patent topic analysis to
generate the knowledge base; and (2) an online module that automatically gener-
ates and expands search query from a given patent application and retrieves relevant
patent documents from the patent repository for the search query.
3.2.1 Oine Analysis
The oine module contains two submodules: patent term analysis and patent topic
analysis. We rst collect patent documents from USPTO1 in multiple domains based
on the classication of patents2. To enable our analysis, for each patent document,
we extract its title, abstract, claims, and description. The textual content are pre-
1http://www.uspto.gov.
2http://www.uspto.gov/patents/resources/classication.
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Figure 3.1: Framework architecture of PatSearch.
processed using Mallet [McC02], including stopwords removal, tokenizing, stemming,
postagging, etc.
Patent Term Analysis
Patent, as a legal document, has complex structures and technical content that cause
signicant challenges for the retrieval system. In order to ensure the patentability
of patent documents and maximize the scope of the protection, patent attorneys or
inventors, in general, use complex sentences with domain-specic words to describe
the invention, which renders patent documents dicult to understand or read, even
for domain experts. This phenomenon is more common in the claims, as claims often
dene the implementation of essential components of the patent invention. In order
to help users quickly grasp the core idea of a patent document, and consequently
improve the eciency of patent retrieval, it is imperative to analyze the technical
terms and create a domain-related thesaurus.
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Figure 3.2: The neural network architecture of the skip-gram model
In stead of using the bag-of-word representation model, in PatSearch, we em-
ploy the skip-gram model [MSC+13], a novel word-embedding procedure for learning
high quality vector representations of words from large amount of data, to build the
keyword thesaurus. Rather then involving dense matrix multiplication, this model
learns a vector representation for each word using a language model obtained from
building a neural network. Figure 3.2 shows the a neural network architecture of the
skip-gram model, that consists of an input layer, a projection layer, and an output
layer to predict nearby words. Given a sequence that contains words w1; w2; :::; wT ,
the objective is to maximize the average log probability in a corpus:
1
T
TX
t=1
X
 cjc
logp(wt+j j wt) (3.1)
where c is the size context window (in the experiment, we set window size c=2) and
dene p(wt+jjwt) using the hierarchical softmax. The speed of training the skip-gram
model could be billions of word per hour using standard computer, because the simply
of architecture and the use of negative sampling. After model trained, the keyword
thesaurus is able to nd the proximal term given a term in terms of the word vector
representation, e.g., vec(hando) vec(handover).
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Patent Topic Analysis
In some cases, a keyword might represent multiple meanings. For example, a \chip"
may present a \computer chip" or a \potato chip", and there are corresponding patent
documents with respect to these two meanings. If we retrieve patent documents purely
based on keyword search, the results might not be reasonable due to the ambiguity
of the keywords.
a processor; a memory communicatively coupled to the 
processor; a data repository adapted to store personal 
user data supplied by a plurality of human users through 
a plurality of user devices communicatively coupled to 
the personal user information data mining system over a 
network, the personal user data comprising information 
generated by the human users 
Figure 3.3: Topic Model Analysis.
To resolve this issue, we try to discover the underlining topic that occur in the
collection of documents. Figure 3.3 show a topic model technique for analyzing the
abstract topic from a patent document. Moreover, we perform patent retrieval based
on the derived topics. Specically in PatSearch, we use Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA [BNJ03]) model to extract topics from patent documents. Formally, we treat
each patent abstract as a document d, and assume that the generation of d is aected
by a topic factor z, i.e., d is considered as a mixture of topics in the domain of
patent documents. Each topic corresponds to a multinomial distribution over the
vocabulary. The existence of the observed word w in d is considered to be drawn from
a word distribution specic to topic z, i.e., p(wjz). Similarly, a topic z is drawn from
a document-specic topic distribution, i.e., p(zjd). Based on the learned posterior
probabilities, we are able to group the words contained in each patent abstract into
semantic topics, and therefore treat these topics as a knowledge base for further usage.
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3.2.2 Online Analysis
Online analysis includes three submodules: query extraction, query expansion, and
query execution. Given a patent application, we rst identify possible keywords to
form an initial query, and then expand the search query based on term analysis and
topic analysis. Once a query has been generated, the query execution module will
retrieve a list of patent documents relevant to the original patent application to help
patent analysts make the patentability decision.
Query Extraction
In general, users may specify only several keywords in ad-hoc web search. Most web-
based search systems have the restriction on the length of the input query, e.g., the
maximum number of query keywords in Google search engine is 32. One possible
reason is that the retrieval response time of search engines increases along with the
length of the input. Comparatively in patent retrieval systems, a patent query often
consists of tens or even hundreds of keywords on average. A common practice of
generating such a query is to manually extract representative terms from original
patent documents or add additional technological terms. This is often achieved by
patent examiners, which requires a tremendous amount of time and human eorts.
Also, patent examiners are expected to have strong technological background in order
to provide a concise yet precise query.
Query extraction aims to extract representative information from an invention
that describes the core idea of the invention. The simplest way of query extraction
is to extract the abstract which is the summary of the invention given by the patent
applicant, or the independent claims which dene the scope of the protection. How-
ever, the extracted information based on abstracts or claims may not be suitable
to form the patent query. The reason is straightforward: applicants often describe
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the abstract/claim without enough technical details in order to decrease the retriev-
ability of their patent, and the terms in the abstract/claims often contain obscure
meaning [TLL07].
To alleviate this issue, in PatSearch, we try to automatically extract important
yet distinguishable keywords from a given patent application. We evaluate the quality
of a term in the patent application using:
1
nf
nfX
f=1
f(w; qf )  log(1 + 1
f(w;D)
) (3.2)
where f belongs to the elds of patent documents that are ftitle, abstract, descrip-
tion, claimg, f(w; qf ) is the frequency of term w in the eld f of patent application
q, and f(w;D) is the frequency of term w in the relevant patent document collection
D (i.e. the patent documents that have at least a same International Patent Classi-
cation code with the given patent application). The intuition behind this formula
is that a term t have a high average term frequency in all elds of the given patent
application p is more likely to relevant to queries containing this term. Moreover,
terms that are infrequent in the relevant patent documents have more discriminate
power that is the better choice to selected for describing the information content.
Query Expansion
Patent search, as a recall-orientated search task, does not allow missing relevant
patent documents due to the highly commercial value of patents and high costs of
processing a patent application or patent infringement. Thus, it is important to
retrieve all possible relevant documents rather than nding only a small subset of
relevant patents from the top ranked results. To this end, a common practice is
to enrich the query keywords in order to improve the keyword coverage, which is
often referred to as query expansion. Recently, many query expansion techniques
have been introduced in the eld of patent search to improve the eectiveness of the
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retrieval. As discussed in [MJ11a,MRS08], the methods for tackling this problem
can be categorized into two major groups: (1) appending-based methods, which either
introduce similar terms or synonyms from patent document or external resources, or
extract new terms from patent document to expand or reformulate a query; and (2)
feedback-based methods, which modify the query based on the retrieved results, e.g.
using pseudo relevance feedback or citation analysis.
Appending-based methods try to append additional terms to the original keyword
set. In practice, the additional terms can be extracted from the external resources,
e.g., WordNet and Wikipedia. WordNet is a large lexical database of English words
that groups dierent terms into sets of cognitive synonyms. It is often employed by
researchers from the information retrieval community to enhance retrieval eective-
ness. Recently, WordNet has been used to facilitate the process of query expansion
in patent retrieval. For instance, Magdy and Jones [MJ11a] build a keyword-based
synonym set with extracted synonyms and hyponyms from WordNet, and utilize this
synonym set to improve the retrieval performance. However, in some cases it can-
not obtain reasonable results due to the deciency of contextual information. Hence,
inPatSearch, instead of using the general-purpose word thesaurus, we expand query
terms using domain-specic thesaurus obtained from the module of term analysis.
Another direction is to utilize relevance feedback based on the initial search re-
sult. The idea of relevance feedback [Sal71] is to employ user feedbacks to improve
the search result in the process of information retrieval. However in practice, it is
often dicult to obtain direct user feedbacks on the relevance of the retrieved doc-
uments, especially in patent retrieval. Hence, researchers usually exploit indirect
evidence rather than explicit feedback of the search result. For example, in NTCIR
workshop3, several participants attempt to utilize pseudo-feedback approaches to im-
3http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/index-en.html.
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prove the retrieval eectiveness, which regards the top k ranked documents from
an initial retrieval as relevant documents. However, existing studies indicate that
pseudo-feedback based approaches perform relatively poor on patent retrieval tasks,
as it suers from the problem of topic drifting due to the ambiguity and synonymity
of terms [MLJ10]. To alleviate the negative eect of topic drifting, we introduce a
topic-based approach to determine whether a term is relevant or irrelevant.
To solve aforementioned issues, in PatSearch, we proposed a novel approach for
expanding the give query, which combines the content proximity with topic relevance.
The query expansion modular rstly nds the top-K closest terms (with K=10) from
term thesaurus for each term t in the given query q to generate a potential expansion
list L, and then it employs a topic-based approach to evaluate the topic relevance
for each term l in the list L corresponding to the term t in the given query q for
alleviating the problem of topic drifting. We calculate a relevance score (RS) with
respect to the query term t with term l in the expansion list L as following:
RS(l; t) = simterm(l; t) + (1  )simtopic(l; t) (3.3)
where simterm(l; t) is the similarity function based on cosine similarity of word embed-
ding feature vectors vterm(l) of and vterm(t), and simtopic(l; t) is the similarity function
in terms of the word topic vectors vtopic(l) and vtopic(t).  2 [0; 1] controls the relative
importance of these two terms4.
Query Execution
In query execution module, PatSearch is able to retrieve relevant patent documents
given the expanded search query. The result is achieved by nding all potential
relevant patent documents and then ltering them within the corresponding topics.
We employ the language model with the latent topics smooth [WC06]. We compute
4In the experiment, we empirically set  as 0.5
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the similarity score of given query q for a document d as follow:
score(q; d) = scoretopic(q; d) + (1  )scoreterm(q; d)
which is a linear combination of the topic similarity and the term similarity. The rst
term in Eq.(3.2.2) evaluates the similarity between query q and document d based
on topic model, whereas the second term estimates the similarity in terms of the
language model.  2 [0; 1] controls the relative importance of these two terms5. The
rst term is calculated as follow:
scoretopic(q; d) =
Y
t in q
NX
z=1
p(tjz)p(zjd)
Here p(zjd) and p(tjz) are the posterior probabilities obtained in x3.2.1. For language
model, we employ the Dirichlet smoothed language model:
scoreterm(q; d) =
Y
w2q
N
N + 500
P (wjd) + (1  N
N + 500
)P (wjc)
where N is the number of tokens in document d, P (wjd) is maximum likelihood
estimation of word w in document d, and P (wjc) is maximum likelihood estimation
of word w in the collection c.
3.3 Experiment
In this section, we provide a comprehensive experimental evaluation to show the ef-
cacy of our proposed framework PatSearch. We start with an introduction to the
patent collection used in the experiment. To evaluate our proposed framework, we
compare our method with other existing solutions. To enable our analysis, for each
patent document, we extract its title, abstract, claims, and description. The tex-
5In the experiment, we set  to 0.3 that suggested in [KS13]
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tual content are preprocessed using Mallet, including stopwords removal, tokenizing,
stemming, postagging, etc. The Lucene6 toolkit is used for text indexing.
3.3.1 Data Collection
The data set used in our experiment is obtained from the United States Patent and
Trademark Oce 7, including 1,847,225 US granted patents, whose ling dates are
ranging from 2001 to 2012. The statistics of the data are depicted in Table 3.1.
To conduct the experiment, we extract the title, abstract, claim, and description,
and preprocess the content using natural language processing technique, such as stop
removal, tokenizing, and stemming. The number of token is more than 14B and size
of vocabulary is more than 8M. We using word2vec to build the keywords repository,
which x the number of vector is 1000. We using Mallet to build the topic model
among the patent collection, which set the number of topic is 1000.
In order to build a test query set, we randomly selected 100 patents that have at
least 20 citations included in the patent collection. Note that there is no standard
patent data set that provides the ground truth of relevant documents with respect to
a patent application. Hence, for evaluation purpose, we consider the citation eld of
a patent as a substitute in terms of relevance judgements, which is the same strategy
was also used in the NTCIR workshop series [TUT05]. These references are usually
assigned by examiners during patent prosecution, but it is quite common in practice
that truly relevant patents are not cited. Although the strategy of using citations as
relevance judgements has a number of limitations, the same setting aects all of the
algorithms of patent retrieval. Therefore, it provides a reasonable insight for compar-
ing and evaluating algorithms in the patent retrieval. We discard these citations to
6http://lucene.apache.org/
7http://www.uspto.gov/
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Table 3.1: The statistics of patent data
Number of patent 1.8M
Number of tokens 14B
Size of vocabulary 8M
Number of query 100
Average num of relevance 23
Number of topic 1000
Number of vector 1000
non-US patents and non-patent literature, and also do not include references to us
patent that are not covered in data collection.
3.3.2 Evaluation Methodology
To evaluate our proposed framework, we implement two existing method for query
expansion:
 WordNet [MJ11a]: It employs WordNet to extract the synonyms and hyponyms
for each term in the search query. WordNet is a large lexical database of English
that groups dierent terms into sets of cognitive synonyms. It is often employed
by researchers from the information retrieval community to enhance retrieval
eectiveness.
 PRF [XC96]: Pseudo relevance feedback(PRF),also known as blind relevance
feedback, is a standard retrieval technique that regards the top k ranked doc-
uments from an initial retrieval as relevant documents. After an initial run of
a given query q0, it use the Rocchio [Sal71] algorithm to generate a modied
query qm.
qm = q0 + 
1
jDrj
X
dj2Dr
dj    1jDnrj
X
dj2Dnr
dj
where q0 dene the original query vector, and Dr and Dnr are the set of relevant
and nonrelevant documents, respectively. We set the weights variable  = 1,
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 = 0:75,  = 0:15, and consider the top-20 retrieved documents as relevant
document and others as nonrelevant documents.
and three retrieval approaches as baseline methods:
 VSM [SWY75]: In Vector Space Model(VSM), documents and queries are rep-
resented as weighted vectors in a multi-dimensional space. Here we set weights
to be term frequencyCinverse document frequency (TF-IDF) value, which is
well-used in information retrieval and text mining. VSM ranking the document
d for query q is based on cosine similarity score of the vector vd and vd:
scored =
vq  vd
jvqjjvdj
Where vq  vd is the dot product of the weighted vectors, and jvqj and jvdj are
their Euclidean norms.
 BM25 [RWB+96]: BM25 is a ranking function based on probability model, it
ranks the document d for query q is computed as:
score(d) =
X
w2q
idf(w)  tf(w)(k1 + 1)
tf(w) + k1(1  b+ b  jCjavgdl)
where idf(w) is inverse document frequency of term w in collection, tf(w) is
tern frequency of term w in document d, jCj is length of collection, and avgdl is
average document length for all documents in the collection. We set parameter
k1, b to 1.5, 0.75, respectively.
 LM [ZL01]: It employs the Dirichlet smoothed language model:
score(d) =
Y
w2q
N
N + 
P (wjd) + (1  N
N + 
)P (wjc)
where P (wjd) is maximum likehood estimate of word w in document d, and
P (wjc) is maximum likehood estimation of word w in the collection c, and N is
number of tokens in document d. We set the smoothing parameter  to 500.
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For evaluation purpose, we use Recall, Precision, F1 score, Mean Average Precision
(MAP) to compare the performance on the top-100 retrieved relevant patents re-
trieved by our method with baseline methods for all test patents, since Joho [JAV10]
conducts a survey on patent users to show that the patent examiners are willing to
review the top 100 patents.
 Recall [AYFD+11]: It is the ratio of the number of retrieved relevant patents
to all the relevant patents.
Recall =
jrelevant items retrievej
jrelevant itemsj (3.4)
 F1 score [AYFD+11]: It is a measure that trades o between precision and
recall, which is the evenly weighted of them.
F =
2  Precision Recall
Precision+Recall
(3.5)
 Mean Average Precision (MAP) [AYFD+11]: It is the mean of average precision
for all test patents.
MAP =
1
Q
QX
q=1
1
mj
mjX
k=1
Precision(Rjk) (3.6)
where Rjk is the set of ranked retrieval results from the top of retrieved list to
item k in the list, and the set of relevant document for query q1 2 Q is /p1,
p2,...,pmi/. If a relevant document is not occurred in retrieval list, the precision
value is taken to be 0.
3.3.3 Result and Analysis
Query Extraction Performance
In PatSearch, we extract top-30 important terms to form an initial search query from
the given patent query based on our query extraction module. To evaluate our query
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extraction approach, we compare the generated initial search query with baseline
methods [XC09b], including using title(TLE), abstract(ABS), claim(CLM), and the
entire patent document(ALL) as search query, respectively. The results are reported
in Table 3.2. As depicted in the table, our generated search query achieves the best
Table 3.2: Performance for query extraction
Method Recall MAP F1 score
TLE 0.153 0.044 0.054
ABS 0.185 0.052 0.066
CLM 0.169 0.047 0.06
ALL 0.215 0.058 0.077
PatSearch without expansion 0.254* 0.06* 0.09*
performance compared with other baseline in terms of recall, MAP, and F1-score.
Especially for the recall, it signicantly outperforms other methods. This is very
valuable as the retrieval in the domain of patent analysis is a recall-based task. It is
extremely important to have a higher recall in order to reduce the human eorts as well
as to lower the risk of missing important documents. The reason is straightforward:
applicants often describe the abstract/claim without enough technical details in order
to decrease the retrievability of their patents, and the terms in the abstract/claims
often contain obscure meaning.
Query Expansion Performance
In patent retrieval, it is important to retrieve all possible relevant documents rather
than nding only a small subset of relevant patents from the top ranked results. In
PatSearch, given the generated search query, our query expansion module selects top-
3 relevant terms for expansion based on the combination of content proximity and
topic relevance. For comparison, we compute the recall, F1-score, and MAP with
baseline query expansion methods including expansion using wordNet and pseudo
relevance feedback. The results are reported in Table 3.3
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Table 3.3: Performance for query expansion
Method Recall MAP F1 score
wordNet 0.293 0.063 0.104
PRF 0.248 0.058 0.088
PatSearch without expansion 0.254 0.06 0.09
PatSearch 0.385* 0.082* 0.137*
As depicted in the table, after query generation, the retrieval performance has been
improved signicantly. Compared with other baseline methods, our approach achieves
the best performance. Based on the analysis, we observe that the query expansion
within wordNet slightly improves the retrieval performance. However, in some cases
it cannot obtain reasonable results due to the deciency of contextual information.
The expansion using pseudo relevance feedback performs relatively poor on patent
retrieval tasks, as it suers from the problem of topic drifting, i.e., the topics of the
query may change/shift to an unintended direction after query expansion, due to the
ambiguity and synonymity of terms.
Query Execution Performance
After query expansion, in PatSearch, we retrieve relevant results with topic based
ltering. In order to demonstrate the ecacy of our framework, we compare with
dierent retrieval models. The results of our experiments are shown in Table 3.4. It
Table 3.4: Performance for query execution
Recall MAP F1 score
VSM 0.276 0.063 0.099
BM25 0.308 0.07 0.11
LM 0.339 0.072 0.121
PatSearch 0.385* 0.082* 0.137*
is clear that the combination of language model within topic constrain outperforms
the individual methods in terms of the recall, MAP, and F1-score.
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3.4 Chapter Conclusion
Patent retrieval primarily focuses on searching relevant legal documents with respect
to a given query. Processes of patent retrieval may dier signicantly, depending on
the purposes of specic retrieval tasks. Given a patent application, it is challenging
to determine its patentability, i.e., to decide whether a similar invention has been
published. In general, it dose not allow missing any relevant documents due to high
costs of patent prosecution and lawsuit. In this paper, we explore automatic strategies
that reformulate search query of given query documents to assist the analysts in easily
nding all possibly relevant documents. To this end, we proposed a unied system
that combines content proximity with topic relevance to expand the original search
query. Empirical evaluation on a collection of patent documents provides interesting
insights, and demonstrates the eectiveness of our approach.
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CHAPTER 4
PatentCom: A Comparative View of Patent Document
Retrieval
Patent document retrieval, as a recall-orientated search task, does not allow missing
relevant patent documents due to the great commercial value of patents and signicant
costs of processing a patent application or patent infringement case. Thus, it is
important to retrieve all possible relevant documents rather than only a small subset
of patents from the top ranked results. However, patents are often lengthy and rich
in technical terms, and it often requires enormous human eorts to compare a given
document with retrieved results.
In this Chapter, we formulate the problem of comparing patent documents as a
comparative summarization problem, and explore automatic strategies that generate
comparative summaries to assist patent analysts in quickly reviewing any given patent
document pairs. To this end, we present a novel approach, named PatentCom, which
rst extracts discriminative terms from each patent document, and then connects the
dots on a term co-occurrence graph. In this way, we are able to comprehensively ex-
tract the gists of the two patent documents being compared, and meanwhile highlight
their relationship in terms of commonalities and dierences.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In x4.1 we indicate the mo-
tivation for generating comparative summaries to assist patent analysts in quickly
reviewing any given patent document pairs. In x4.2 we formulate the problem, and
explore possible solutions that provide comparative summaries. In x4.3 we present our
graph-based comparative summarization approach, PatentCom. Empirical evaluation
is conducted and reported in x4.4. Finally, x4.5 concludes our work.
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4.1 Motivation
Patent documents are important intellectual resources of protecting interests of com-
panies. Dierent from general web documents (e.g., web pages), patent documents
have a well-dened format, and they are often lengthy and rich in technical terms,
which may require many human eorts for analysis. Therefore, patent retrieval, as
a new research area, emerges in recent years, aiming to assist patent analysts in
retrieving, processing and analyzing patent documents [ZLL15].
In practice, patent retrieval tasks may dier from each other in terms of the re-
trieval purpose. Typical patent retrieval tasks involve prior-art search (understanding
the state-of-the-art of a targeted technology), patentability search (retrieving relevant
patent documents to check if similar ideas exist), infringement search (examining if
a product infringes a valid patent or not), etc. [AYFD+11]. Due to the great com-
mercial value of patents and signicant costs of processing a patent application or
patent infringement case, these tasks share a common requirement, i.e., to provide
full coverage with respect to the query document as much as possible.
However, even for a few retrieved patent documents, analyzing results is not a triv-
ial task. For instance, the task of determining patentability involves analyzing prior
patents that possibly disclosed the target document. In this task, the analysts have to
read through all the retrieved patent documents to determine whether the target doc-
ument satised the patentability requirements. Nonetheless, patent documents are
often lengthy, and full of technical terminologies. Even for domain experts, it may
also require a huge amount of time to read and analyze a single patent document.
Hence, it is imperative to automate this process and assist the analysts in reviewing
the relationship between the query and the retrieved patents. Despite of some recent
advancement in patent retrieval [AYFD+11,Fuj07a,SOMI03], this comparison process
is still far from being well explored in research communities and industry.
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In our work, we observe that typical patent retrieval tasks often require examining
how similar/dierent two patent documents are in multiple aspects. To ease the pro-
cess, it would be helpful if we can provide a comparative summary of the two patent
documents being examined. To this end, we model the problem of comparing patent
documents as a summarization problem, in which both commonalities and dierences
of documents are preferred. Traditional document summarization aims to generate a
summary delivering the major information expressed in documents [GL01,SSMB97].
However, most summarization methods cannot provide comparative information. Re-
cently, comparative summarization [WZLG12], as a special stream of summarization
problems, has been proposed to summarize the dierences between documents. We
hence resort to this technique to address the problem of comparing patent documents.
Specically, we rst investigate available comparative summarization methods [HWX11,
WZLG12] in addressing the comparison problem in patent domain. We nd that al-
though these methods can provide comparative summaries of patent documents, they
fail to capture the linkage of aspects in original patent documents. To address this lim-
itation, we propose a novel comparative summarization approach, named PatentCom,
which utilizes graph-based techniques to connect the dots among various aspects of the
two patent documents on a term co-occurrence graph. When analyzing the retrieved
patents for dierent retrieval tasks, our approach can serve as automatic baseline,
and consequently allow the analysts to quickly go through the results. To the best
of our knowledge, our work is the rst journey towards reducing human eorts of
comparing patent documents by leveraging comparative summarization techniques.
In summary, the contributions of our work are three-fold:
 We formulate the problem of comparing patent documents as a comparative
summarization problem, and explore dierent means to solve this problem;
 We utilize a graph-based method to highlight the commonalities and dierences
between patents, and meanwhile show the relationship between the patents;
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 We conduct extensive evaluation on a collection of US patent documents, and
the results demonstrate the eectiveness of our proposed approach.
4.2 Problem Statement and Possible Solutions
The problem of comparing patent documents is a relatively new topic in the area of
patent retrieval. In this section, we rst formally dene the problem under the setting
of summarization, and then explore possible solutions to this problem.
4.2.1 Problem Formulation
Suppose there are two patents d1 and d2 for comparison. Each patent document is
composed of a set of sentences, i.e., d1 = fs11; s12; : : : ; s1mg and d2 = fs21; s22; : : : ; s2ng.
The problem of comparing two patent documents is essentially a comparative sum-
marization problem, i.e., to select a subset of sentences s1  d1 and s2  d2 with
an identical summary length L, to accurately discriminate the two documents. The
generated comparative summaries s1 and s2 can represent the general comparison
of the major topic in d1 and d2, respectively. They can also be decomposed into
several sections, each of which focuses on a specic aspect. For analysis purpose, the
summaries should have not only acceptable quality, i.e., to be representative to the
corresponding patent, but also wide coverage with less redundant information.
In general, a comparison identies the commonalities or dierences among ob-
jects. Therefore, a comparative summary should convey representative information
in the documents, and contain as many comparative evidences as possible. Speci-
cally, given two documents, the comparative summarization problem is to generate a
short summary for each document to deliver the dierences of these documents by ex-
tracting the most discriminative sentences in each document. This problem is related
to the traditional document summarization problem as both of them try to extract
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sentences from documents to form a summary. However, traditional document sum-
marization aims to cover the majority of information among document collections,
whereas comparative summarization is to nd dierences.
4.2.2 Existing Solutions
Recently, a list of approaches have been reported to tackle the problem of compara-
tive summarization [HWX11,KZ09, PRK11, SJ13,WZLG12]. These approaches can
mainly be categorized into two types of strategies: (1) considering only the dier-
ences between documents; and (2) focusing on both commonalities and dierences of
documents. In the following, we investigate these two strategies in more details.
Selection via Dierence
The extraction-based summarization process generally involves selecting sentences
from documents [SSMB97]. To this end, one strategy of comparative summarization
is to select sentences that describe the notable dierence of the two documents without
considering their commonality.
A representative work in this direction involves [WZLG12], in which the selection
is modeled as an optimization problem that tries to minimize the conditional entropy
of the sentence membership given the selected sentence set. Let Y denote the mem-
bership identity variable of sentences, X be the entire sentence set, and XS be the
selected sentence set for comparative summary. Then the prediction capability of Y
given XS can be measured by the conditional entropy, dened as
H(Y jXS) def=  Ep(Y;XS)(ln p(Y jXS)); (4.1)
where Ep() is the expectation given the distribution p, e.g., the joint distribution of
Y and XS. The comparative summarization problem can then be modeled as an
optimization problem, i.e., argminSH(Y jXS), that is, to nd the most discriminative
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sentences. This optimization problem can then be solved using a greedy strategy
(please refer to [WZLG12] for more details).
This type of comparative summarization techniques might be suitable for general
purpose. However in practice, the sentence-document matrix is quite sparse; directly
selecting sentences may not be a good choice. In addition, the analysts often expect
to obtain not only the dierences between patent documents, but also the evidences
of what aspects on which the patents are dierent from each other, i.e., the common
yet dierent information. Hence, comparison between patent documents should be
originated from a more ne-grained level, rather than only describing the dierences.
Selection via Commonality & Dierence
Another paradigm for comparative summarization considers both commonalities and
dierences of documents when selecting representative sentences. Typically, two
patent documents are related to each other, i.e., they share some common aspects;
nevertheless, their focus on these aspects might be dierent. Based on this observa-
tion, several methods have been reported to generate comparative summaries. One
representative work involves [HWX11], which considers semantic-related cross-topic
concept pairs as comparative evidences, and topic-related concepts as representative
evidences.
In more details, let Ci = fcijg be the set of concepts in document di; i = 1; 2.
Each concept has a weight wij 2 R, indicating the representativeness of the concept,
and a binary factor opij 2 f0; 1g indicating whether cij is presented in the summary.
[HWX11] considers the cross-document concept pair < c1j; c2k >, which has a weight
ujk 2 R indicating the comparative importance as well as a binary factor opjk 2 f0; 1g.
Then the quality of a comparative summary is evaluated using

jC1jX
j=1
jC2jX
k=1
ujk  opjk + (1  )
2X
i=1
jCijX
j=1
wij  opij; (4.2)
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which is a linear combination of the representativeness and the comparative impor-
tance. The rst term in Eq.(4.2) evaluates the cross-document comparativeness in
terms of the concepts presented in the summary, whereas the second term estimates
the representativeness of the concepts.  2 [0; 1] controls the relative importance of
these two terms. wij is calculated as the term frequency, whereas ujk is computed as
the averaged term frequency if the corresponding two terms are semantically relevant
(using WordNet [PPM04]). The optimization problem of Eq.(4.2) can be solved using
linear programming, as indicated in [HWX11].
This type of comparative summarization methods relies on external resources, e.g.,
WordNet, to extract semantically relevant concepts from documents. However in the
domain of patent retrieval, the terms in a patent document are often used from a legal
perspective. It is dicult to extract meaningful concept pairs from such documents
by utilizing general thesaurus. In addition, the generated summaries of this method
are presented as a list of sentence pairs without indicating the relevance cross dierent
pairs. Consequently, the readability of the summaries might be deteriorated.
4.3 Our Approach: PatentCom
PatA 
PatB 
Feature Selection Feature Graph Feature Tree Comparative Summary Patent Docs 
Feature1 
Feature2 
Feature3 
Feature4 
Feature5 
Figure 4.1: An overview of PatentCom.
To address the limitations of the aforementioned tentative solutions, we propose
a novel approach, named PatentCom, in which graph-based methods are utilized to
tackle the comparative summarization problem. Figure 5.1 presents an overview of
our proposed approach. It contains 4 major modules, described as follows.
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1. Selecting Discriminative Features (x4.3.1): Given two patents, we treat each
document as a class, and perform feature selection to extract discriminative
terms (i.e., nouns).
2. Constructing Feature Graph (x4.3.2): We construct an undirected feature graph
using the feature co-occurrence information in the original patent documents,
and map the discriminative features onto the graph.
3. Extracting Representative Tree (x4.3.3): Based on the discriminative features,
we extract common information of two patents on the feature graph. The
discriminative and common features are represented as a tree-based structure.
4. Generating Comparative Summaries (x4.3.4): We select sentences from the two
patent documents by using the connected dots on the generated feature tree.
The resulted summary covers both commonalities and dierences of patents.
4.3.1 Discriminative Feature Selection
Patent documents often dier from each other on specic aspects. For instance,
technical patents often utilize dierent techniques in their inventions. Hence, as the
rst step, we try to extract discriminative terms, i.e., nouns, from patent documents.
These terms can be regarded as aspects that distinguish the two patents being com-
pared. We therefore treat each patent document as a class, and nouns/noun phrases
as features, and model the problem as a feature selection problem.
Formally, suppose we have t feature variables from the two patent documents,
denoted by fxijxi 2 Fg, where F is the full feature index set, having jF j = t. We
have the class variable, C = fc1; c2g. The problem of feature selection is to select a
subset of features, S  F , to accurately predict the target class variable C. There
are various ways to perform feature selection, e.g., information theory based methods
(such as information gain and mutual information), and statistical methods (such as
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2 statistics). In our work, we use 2 statistics as the feature selection method as it
has been successfully applied to the eld of text mining [YP97].
4.3.2 Feature Graph Construction
The discriminative features from x4.3.1 are able to describe the dierences between
patents. However, a comparative summary of two patent documents should include
both dierent and common aspects. To obtain the common aspects and link them to
the dierences, we resort to graph-based approaches.
Particularly in our work, we construct an undirected graph G to represent two
patent documents, where G = (V;E). G contains a set of vertices (i.e., features)
V , where each vertex represents the nouns/noun phrases in patent documents. Two
vertices connect to each other only if they co-occur in the same sentence. In order
to link two vertices, we consider both their co-occurrence and their corresponding
frequencies in each document. Specically, we dene a linkage score of two vertices
v1 and v2 in a single document A as
wA(v1; v2) = 2
jf(v1; v2)jv1 2 A; v2 2 Agj
jfv1jv1 2 Agj  jfv2jv2 2 Agj ; (4.3)
where jfv1jv1 2 Agj and jfv2jv2 2 Agj denote the frequencies of v1 and v2 in document
A, respectively. jf(v1; v2)jv1 2 A; v2 2 Agj represents the number of times that v1 and
v2 appear in the same sentence of A. wA(v1; v2) essentially models the co-occurring
probability of v1 and v2 in A. Given two patent documents A and B, we connect v1
and v2 if their averaged linkage score on both A and B exceeds a predened threshold
 1.
1In the experiment, we empirically set  as 0.1.
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4.3.3 Feature Tree Extraction
The discriminative features obtained from feature selection are capable of represent-
ing the dierence of patent documents. However, there might be some gaps among
these features, that is, they may not be well connected in the feature graph. In order
to provide a uent structure of comparative summary, we have to discover the rela-
tionship among discriminative features. This can possibly be achieved by connecting
the discriminative vertices and the vertices shared by two patent documents. Also,
for presentation purpose, the generated summary should be as dense and informative
as possible, i.e., to include the minimum number of features and convey the major
commonalities/dierences.
In our problem setting, we expect that the identied features can be connected in
a meaningful way, we hence formulate it as the minimum Steiner tree problem. Given
a graph G (the feature graph in x4.3.2) and a subset of vertices S (the discriminative
features in x4.3.1), a Steiner tree of G is similar to minimum spanning tree, dened
as the subtree of G that contains S with the minimum number of edges. Denition
Given a graph G = (V;E), a vertex set S  V (terminals) and a vertex v0 2 S
from which every vertex of S is reachable in G, the problem of minimum Steiner
tree (MST) is to nd the subtree of G rooted at v0 that subsumes S with minimum
number of edges.
The problem of MST, is known as an NP-hard problem [Kar72]. As suggested
by [CCC+99], a reasonable approximation can be achieved by nding the shortest path
from the root to each terminal and then combining the paths, with the approximation
ratio of O(log2 k), where k is the number of terminals. The approximation algorithm
is described in Algorithm 1.
The algorithm employs a recursive way to generate the Steiner tree T . It takes
a level parameter i  1. When i = 1, the algorithm tries to nd the k terminals
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Algorithm 1 Steineri(G; S; v0; k) for a undirected graph
Require: G = (V;E): an undirected features graph; S: terminal set; v0 2 S: root
of the Steiner tree; k: target size of terminals to be covered
Ensure: T: a Steiner tree rooted at v0 covering at least k terminals
1: T  ;
2: while k > 0 do
3: Topt  ;;
4: cost(Topt) 1
5: for v, (v0; v) 2 Ect, and k0, 1  k0  k do
6: T 0  Steineri 1(G; S; v; k0) [ f(v0; v)g
7: if (cost(Topt) > cost(T
0)) then
8: Topt  T 0
9: end if
10: end for
11: T  T [ Topt; k  k   jS \ V (Topt)j;
12: S  S n V (Topt)
13: end while
14: return T
which are the closest to the root v0 and connect them to v0 using shortest paths. As
each vertex in the feature graph can reach to any other vertices, we hence randomly
choose v0 from the terminal set. As i > 1, the algorithm repeatedly nds a vertex v
adjacent to the input root of the i-th function and a number k0 such that the cost of
the updated tree is the least among all tree of this form. Here the cost of a tree is
calculated as the number of edges in the tree. After obtaining the expected path, we
update the corresponding Steiner tree, the target size k and the terminal set S.
The generated Steiner tree of the feature graph gives us an elegant representation
of patent comparison, which describes the transitions among all the other discrimi-
native features, connected by the common features shared by two patents. Once the
Steiner tree is generated, we can easily obtain a concise feature-based comparative
summary of given patent documents.
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4.3.4 Comparative Summarization Generation
The Steiner tree obtained from x4.3.3 provides us the basis to generate comparative
summaries of two patent documents. Our goal is to select the minimum set of sen-
tences from the original documents, by which the features in the Steiner tree can be
fully covered. Each sentence can be represented as a subgraph of the entire feature
graph, whereas the Steiner tree can also be regarded as a subgraph. Hence, the prob-
lem is to select the minimum set of subgraphs that cover the Steiner tree. Formally,
we dene the union of two graphs Ga = (Va; Ea) and Gb = (Vb; Eb) as the union of
their vertex and edge sets, i.e., Ga [Gb = (Va [ Vb; Ea [ Eb).
We denote each sentence as Gi = (Vi; Ei), which is a subgraph of G(V;wv; E;we).
We then formulate the problem of generating comparative summaries as the prob-
lem of nding the smallest subset of subgraphs whose union covers the Steiner tree.
Denition Given a graph G = (V;E), a set of subgraphs S, and a Steiner tree T of
G, the subgraph cover problem (SGCP) is to nd a minimum subgraph set C  S,
whose union, U = (VU ; EU), covers all the vertices and edges in T .
The SGCP problem is closely related to the set cover problem. The set cover
problem (SCP), which is known as an NP-hard problem [Kar72], can be easily reduced
to the SGCP problem. Reduction to SGCP Problem: Given a universe U , a set
of elements f1; 2; :::;mg, and a family S of subset of U . We generate a fully connected
graph G = (V;E) for each subset, where nodes are elements of subset and every pair
of nodes has a edge. This construction can be done in polynomial time in the size of
set cover instance.
Assume the universe U has a cover C with length k, where C is a smallest sub-
family C  S of sets whose union is U . Based on set cover C, we generate a set
S of a fully connected graph Gi, where the vertex set of Gi is the same with Ci.
Suppose we have a graph T = (VT ; ET ), the vertex set VT equals the union of C. It
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is straightforward that the set S is the cover of T , because T is a subgraph of union
of S and there is not smaller set of subgraph to cover all the vertex in T .
For the reverse direction, assume that T = (VT ; ET ) has a subgraph cover S with
length k. Let us only consider the vertex part of S, we can get a set C of k sets
whose union equals VT , the universe. This set will cover the universe, and thus the
subgraph cover in G is a set cover in U . 
The greedy algorithm for the set cover problem chooses sets according to one
rule: choose the set that contains the largest number of uncovered elements at each
iteration. It has been shown [Chv79] that this algorithm gets an approximation ratio
of H(s), where s is the size of the set to be covered, H(m) is the m-th harmonic
number:
H(m) =
mX
j=1
1
j
 lnm+ 1
4.4 Empirical Evaluation
4.4.1 Real World Data Set
Comparative patent document summarization is a novel application in patent re-
trieval, and hence there is no benchmark patent dataset for evaluation. In the exper-
iment, a patent comparative summarization data set is provided by a patent agent
company according to the real-world patentability or infringement analysis reports.
The data set is composed of 300 pairs of US patents related to various topics, including
\DOMESTIC PLUMBIN", \OPTICS DEVICE OR ARRANGEMENT", \INFOR-
MATION STORAGE", under the administration of USPTO (http://www.uspto.gov).
For each comparable patent pair, manual summaries are provided by three patent at-
torneys as the references.
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4.4.2 Experimental Setup
To evaluate the quality of the generated summaries by automatic methods, we use
ROUGE [LH03] as the metric, which has been widely used in document summariza-
tion evaluation. Given a system generated summary and a set of reference summaries,
ROUGE measures the summary quality based on the unit overlap counting. In the
experiment, for each summarization method, we calculate the averaged scores of
ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, ROUGE-W and ROUGE-SU over 300 pairs of patent docu-
ments.
For evaluation purpose, we perform preprocessing on patent documents, including
stopwords removal, tokenization, stemming, etc. To emphasize the technical dier-
ence, we extract noun terms and phrases for each sentence in the documents. In
practice, the number of features could vary depending on the size of the documents.
For simplicity, we choose the top 20 discriminative features using 2 statistics for
each patent document pair.
4.4.3 Results and Discussion
In the experiments, we start by using the features from dierent sections of patents to
generate summaries. We then compare PatentCom with several baselines introduced
in x4.2 from both quantitative and qualitative perspectives. Finally, we present an
illustrative case study of using PatentCom to determine patentability. The results
have been assessed and validated by patent analysts.
Summarization using Dierent Sections
A typical patent document often contains multiple sections, including summary of
the invention, description of the preferred embodiments, claims, etc. Some sections
may describe the invention in more details, whereas others may represent the idea
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using abstractive terms. To evaluate how important of each section in delivering
the comparative information, we generate the comparative summaries from dierent
sections of patent documents, e.g., claims (CLM), embodiments (EMB), the summary
of the invention (SUM), the combinations of these three sections and the entire patent
document (ALL).
In Table 4.1, we report the averaged ROUGE scores of PatentCom for the sum-
maries generated from dierent sections of patent pairs. Bold indicates the corre-
sponding result is statistically signicant. We observe that the best score is achieved
by the summaries generated from combination of embodiment section and claim, be-
cause the claim section is the core part of the entire patent document and the embod-
iment of a patent document describes how the invention can be made and practiced
in details, that contains sucient resources to generate a comparative summary. Be-
sides, it is not enough consider them separately, because claim is generally full of
legal or domain-specic terminologies, and embodiment contains detail information
without signicance.
Table 4.1: Comparison of using dierent sections.
Sections ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-W ROUGE-SU
CLM 0.5424 0.3306 0.1552 0.2230
SUM 0.4831 0.2642 0.1139 0.1961
EMB 0.4477 0.2317 0.0972 0.1460
CLM+SUM 0.5938 0.4174 0.2037 0.2887
CLM+EMB 0.6078 0.4623 0.2244 0.3113
EMB+SUM 0.4988 0.3007 0.1270 0.2171
ALL 0.6053 0.4593 0.2226 0.3093
Comparison with Existing Solutions
For comparison purpose, we implement the following document summarization meth-
ods: (1) Minimal Dominate Set Model (MDSM) [SL10], which selects the most repre-
sentative sentences from each patent document; (2) Discriminative Sentence Selection
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Model (DSSM) [WZLG12], which extracts comparative sentences via the method in-
troduced in x 4.2.2, that is, to select the most discriminative sentences for describing
the unique characteristics of each document; and (3) Comparative Summarization
via Linear Programming Model (CSLPM) [HWX11], which considers cross-topic con-
cept pairs as comparative evidences, and topic-related concepts as representative
evidences, as introduced in x 4.2.2.
Table 4.2 shows the comparison results of dierent summarization methods, which
are averaged ROUGE scores over 300 pairs of patent documents. We observe that
(1) PatentCom achieves the best performance in terms of all the ROUGE scores by
considering both commonalities and dierences between two patent documents; (2)
The performance of DSSM is not comparable with the other two methods, indicating
that only considering the dierence of the patent pair is not sucient for this task,
since such dierence may not be signicant or comparable; and (3) MDSM has similar
ROUGE-1 with CSLPM, since MDSM selects importance sentences for each patent so
that the summaries by MDSM contain frequent words used in patents, and may have
signicant overlap with reference summaries based on unigram. However, MDSM
performs poorly on ROUEG-2, ROUGE-W and ROUGE-SU, as it does not match
the purpose of this task.
Table 4.2: Comparison of dierent models.
Models ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-W ROUGE-SU
MDSM 0.5210 0.3099 0.1499 0.2886
DSSM 0.4604 0.2645 0.1148 0.1583
CSLPM 0.5309 0.4066 0.2118 0.3015
PatentCom 0.6053 0.4593 0.2226 0.3093
To further illustrate the ecacy of comparative summarization approaches for
the problem studied in our work, we conduct a case study of two comparable patent
documents, US689,296,4 (as US689) and US775,796,9 (as US775). Both patents are
related to the topic of \jet regulator", which distributes the incoming water ow into
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individual jets. The dierence between the two patents is that US775 provides an
extra component called \deection projection" which is used to keep the water jets
away from aeration openings.
The comparative summaries generated by dierent methods are shown in Ta-
ble 4.3. The result of MDSM misleads us to believe the major dierence between
two patents is that US775 contains a new \jet fractionating device" for dispersing
water ow. However, US689 mentions \jet splitting device" which has similar func-
tionality as \jet fractionating device"; on this aspect, both patents are similar. The
reason here is straightforward: traditional summarization methods like MDSM try
to capture the major information of the document, without considering whether the
concepts are semantically identical. The dierences identied by DSSM are trivial
and the summaries are not comparable, and hence we cannot rely on this to decide
whether US775 infringes US689 or not. From the summary by PatentCom, we observe
that US775 contains \a deection projection" and \cone-shape presieve", which are
not described in US689. The reason why CSLPM misses \cone-shape presieve" is
straightforward: \dirt" is a relatively low-frequency feature, which is dicult to nd
without considering the relationship between common and discriminative features.
Such summaries provide informative information to patent analysts in a sense that
there is a low probability that US775 infringes US689.
4.4.4 An Illustrative Case Study for Determining Patentabil-
ity
Our proposed comparative summarization approach can serve as the basis of dierent
patent retrieval tasks. As an example, we choose the task of determining patentability
of a patent document to evaluate the ecacy of our proposed method, PatentCom.
We conduct a real-world case study between a patent application US2013,0301,299
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Table 4.3: Sample summaries by MDSM, DSSM, CSLPM, and PatentCom.
Patent MDSM DSSM
US689 A jet regulator comprising a jet regula-
tor housing having an interior in which a
jet regulation device is provided that has
passage openings...Thereby, the pro-
jections on the support ring of the in-
sertable components can be formed out
of an un-deformed section of the metal
sheet.
Metallic insertable parts can also be
manufactured in small numbers especially
economically...The insertable compo-
nents of the jet regulator according to
the invention can be manufactured in a
simple manner using simple conventional
manufacturing methods.
US775 A jet regulator comprising a jet frac-
tionating device for dispersing an in-
coming water ow into a multitude of indi-
vidual jets...Additionally the jet regula-
tor may also be embodied as an aerated
jet regulator with its jet regulator hous-
ing being provided at its exterior perime-
ter with at least one separate aerating
opening.
the circular deecting projection at its
side facing away from the aeration open-
ings in the ow direction is provided with
an angled deection surface...At the in-
terior circumference of the housing, in
the ow direction downstream in reference
to the aeration openings, a deecting
projectionis provided.
Patent CSLPM PatentCom
US689 The uid stream that ows into the jet
regulator is divided into a number of
individual jets in the jet splitting de-
vice, which is designed as a perforated
plate...A ventilated jet regulator has ven-
tilation openings at the peripheral cover
of its jet regulator housing.
A jet regulator comprising a jet regu-
lator housing having an interior ... A
ventilated jet regulator has ventilation
openings at the peripheral cover of its jet
regulator housing. In order to keep dirt
particles out of the interior of the hous-
ing..., an intake lter is placed.
US775 A jet regulator has a jet fractionating
device comprised of a perforated plate,
which distributes the incoming water jet
into a multitude of individual jets...At the
interior circumference of the housing, in
the ow direction downstream in reference
to the aeration openings, a deecting
projection is provided.
A jet regulator comprising a jet frac-
tionating device for dispersing an in-
coming water ow...in the ow direction
downstream in reference to the aeration
openings, a deecting projection is
provided...at the incoming side, are es-
sentially provided upstream with a cone-
shape presieve, which separates the dirt
particles entrained.
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Table 4.4: Sample comparative summary for patentability analysis.
Patent US253 US299
The formation of the molded pat-
tern on the mold base by the use of
the positive-type photosensitive heat-
resistant resin comprises the steps of
coating the mold base with the positive-
type photosensitive heat-resistant resin to
form the photoresist lm on its surface,
pre-heating the photoresist lm so as to
harden slightly, exposing the applied pho-
toresist lm to light via the positive-type
pattern lm for forming the optical
pattern.
Claim 1. A fabricating method of grid
points on a light guiding plate, com-
prising following steps of: S1, forming
a layer of photosensitive material on
a mold for the light guiding plate; and
S2, performing photolithography on the
photosensitive material in order to form
grid points on the light guiding plate.
Claim 2. The method according to claim
1, wherein the photosensitive material is a
photosensitive resist.
Patent US520 US299
a development step in which the photo-
sensitive heat-resistant resin layer 12
exposed is developed; a rinsing step in
which the portions removed by the devel-
opment are rinsed away; and a baking step
in which the pattern formed by the de-
velopment is baked at a high temperature
to cure the photosensitive heat-resistant
resin and form a raised or depressed pat-
tern...
Claim 5. The method according to claim
2, wherein the step of S2 further comprises
following steps of: S21 using a lm formed
with grid points arrangement pattern
as a mask, S22 sequentially performing ex-
posing and developing process on the pho-
tosensitive resist in order to form a grid
points pattern on the photosensitive resin,
and S23 curing the photosensitive resist
and removing residual solvent and mois-
ture.
(US299) and the combination of US7,094,520 (as US520) and US6,663,253 (as US253).
Both patents are related to the topic of \optical panel", which distributes the incoming
light form light source over the entire upper face of the panel.
The comparative summaries generated by PatentCom are shown in Table 4.4.
From the selected comparative summarizes, we observe that the combination of US520
and US253 disclose similar process for producing an optical panel molding die, which
is described as light guild panel in US299. Such summaries provide informative in-
formation to patent analysts that there is a high probability that US520 and US253
will aect the patentability of US299.
4.5 Chapter Conclusion
In this chapter, we study the problem of comparing patent documents, which refers to
examining the equivalence or coverage of two patent documents. We formulate this
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problem as a comparative summarization problem, and propose a novel automatic
comparative summarization approach, named PatentCom, to generate representative
yet comparative summaries for given patent document pair. The generated sum-
mary is able to assist patent analysts in quickly understanding the relationship of
two patents, and hence can help reduce the cost of dierent patent retrieval tasks.
Extensive empirical evaluation on a collection of US patent documents demonstrates
the eectiveness of our proposed approach. From the experiments we notice that
features from dierent sections of patent documents may aect the performance of
the summarization. For future work, we plan to consider the domain characteristics
of patent documents, e.g., by assigning weights to dierent sections of a patent when
selecting discriminative features.
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CHAPTER 5
PatentDom: Analyzing Patent Relationships
on Multi-View Patent Graphs
The fast growth of technologies has driven the advancement of our society. It is
often necessary to quickly grasp the linkage between dierent technologies in order
to better understand the technical trend. The availability of huge volumes of granted
patent documents provides a reasonable basis for analyzing the relationships between
technologies. In this paper, we propose a unied framework, named PatentDom, to
identify important patents related to key techniques from a large number of patent
documents. The framework integrates dierent types of patent information, including
patent content, citations of patents, and temporal relations, and provides a concise
yet comprehensive technology summary. The identied key patents enable a variety
of patent-related analytical applications, e.g., outlining the technology evolution of
a particular domain, tracing a given technique to prior technologies, and mining the
technical connection of two given patent documents.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 5.1 presents the motivation
of the key patent discovery. In Section 5.2, we formalize the problem and describe
the algorithmic details of our proposed framework. We then present several potential
patent-related applications and the corresponding solutions in Section 5.3. Empirical
evaluation of our framework is reported in Section 5.4. Finally Section 5.5 concludes
the paper.
5.1 Motivation
Technological innovation is becoming one of the important factors that stimulate the
development of our society. Granted patents, as the major carrier for technology
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documentation, have great potential to provide valuable insights of technologies. An-
alyzing patent documents enables us to eectively understand technological progress,
comprehend the evolution of technologies and capture the emergence of new tech-
nologies [BM02,DRMG06].
One representative application of patent analysis involves that enterprises evaluate
the prior art or technology evolution of a specic technical eld in the development
of new products. To conduct such an analysis, a key step is to identify important
patents from a large number of related patent documents, where these patents can
represent dominating technologies in the corresponding technical eld [MB01]. In
addition, for a technology company who maintains a large number of patents, it
is often time-consuming and costly to manually examine these patents to identify
the important ones for further maintenance. Automatic discovery of key patents
from patent collections is able to help improve the eciency and reduce the cost of
patent portfolio management. Further, connecting the dots between the identied
key patents enables a variety of patent analysis tasks.
In this chapter, we study the problem of mining dominating technologies from a
large collection of patent documents. Previous research eorts [HSGA09,HHX+12,
SCGJ05] tackle this problem via clustering or topic-based mining, where the key
patents are essentially identied through content analysis. However, as a scientic
means of technology documentation with legal signicance and potential economic
values, a patent document often has complex structures and special terminologies.
The sophisticated patent language poses great challenges to automatic patent analy-
sis, and hence it is dicult to identify key patents purely based on patent content.
In the domain of patent analysis, patent documents are often explicitly orga-
nized using citation links [HCP+09]. The citation relations among patents docu-
ments provide good indicators for the importance of patents. Representative work
involves [WCL10,WC07], which utilizes the co-citation relations of patent documents
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to identify key patents. However, citations among patent documents are usually
sparse, which may result in the technology gap, and consequently hinder the compre-
hension of dominating technologies.
To address the aforementioned issues, in our work, we explore the possibility of
integrating both patent content and citation relations in identifying key patents. To
this end, we propose a unied framework, named PatentDom, in which multiple types
of patent-related information are employed, including the content and citation re-
lations of patent documents. The input to the system is a topic or a classication
code relevant to a specic technical eld. The system rst retrieves all the patent
documents related to the topic/code from a patent database. We then construct
a multi-view patent graph in which patent content, citation relations and tempo-
ral orders are integrated. We model the problem of identifying key patents as a
minimum-cost dominating set problem, and select key patents using an approxima-
tion algorithm. We further discover a list of patent-related problems based on the
identied key patents. These problems can be resolved by considering the temporal
order of patent documents and connecting the dots between the key patents through
graph-based algorithms.
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the rst journey towards unifying the
process of understanding the linkage between dierent technologies in the domain
of patent analysis, by considering both document content and citation relations of
patents. In summary, the contributions of our work are three-fold:
 We present a unied framework to identify dominating technologies on a multi-
view patent graph that synthesizes both patent content and citation relations.
 We apply the proposed framework to multiple patent-related analysis problems
that aim to discover the linkage of patents, including:
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{ PatentLine, i.e., to outline the technology evolution of a particular do-
main;
{ PatentTrace, i.e., to trace a given technique to previous related technolo-
gies;
{ PatentLink, i.e., to discover the technical connection of two given patent
documents.
 We conduct extensive empirical evaluation on a collection of US patent docu-
ments, and the results demonstrate the ecacy of the framework.
5.2 Identifying Dominating Patents
In the domain of patent analysis, it makes more sense to restrict the scope to a
particular technical eld. Hence, given a classication code related to a specic
technical eld, we initially retrieve all available patent documents under the code
from a patent database. The problem of identifying key patents can be dened as
follows:
Problem 1. Given a collection of granted patents D = fd1; d2; : : : ; dng, extract a
subset of patents P  D, where P = fp1; p2; : : : ; pmg and each pi denotes a key patent
that can represent the dominating technology within the patent collection.
Problem 1 gives us a generic denition of key patents, which can be used to
describe the general problems of key patent discovery. In some cases, patent analysts
expect to obtain important patents with respect to specic queries, e.g., a set of query
patents. Then Problem 1 can be redened as follows:
Problem 2. Given a collection of granted patents D = fd1; d2; : : : ; dng and a set
of query patents Q = fq1; q2; : : : ; qkg, extract a subset of patents P  D, where
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P = fp1; p2; : : : ; pmg and each patent pi is able to represent the dominating technology
related to the query set Q.
To address the aforementioned problems, we propose a unied framework, named
PatentDom, which employs the minimum dominating set of a patent graph to repre-
sent the key patents. Specically, we rst construct a multi-view patent graph using
the information of patent content, citation relations and temporal orders of patent
documents, and then identify dominating/inuential patents from the graph. Taking
Problem 1 as an example, we can assume that the extracted key patents should rep-
resent all the patent documents (i.e., every patent in the collection should be relevant
to the extracted patents in terms of technologies). In other words, these key patents
serve as a brief summary of the entire patent collection. Meanwhile, the number of
these patents should be as small as possible. Such a summary of the patent collection
under the above assumption is exactly the minimum dominating set of the patent
graph. We hence model the problems as a minimum-cost dominating set problem,
where the cost can be dened using dierent types of information, depending on the
problem being solved. The framework is described in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: An overview of the PatDom.
5.2.1 Constructing Multi-View Patent Graph
As introduced in Section 5.1, the patent data consists of multiple types of information
including patent content, citation relationship, and temporal order, that shape the
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relations among patent documents. We use a multi-view graph G to represent these
relations, where G = (V;wv; Es;ws; Ect;wct).
G contains a set of nodes/vertices (patent documents) V , where each node v 2 V
is associated with a cost value wv and a timestamp t. In our problem setting, the cost
wv can be dened using the information of patent content and/or citation relations.
For example, to address Problem 1, the cost can be calculated as the inverse of the
total number of citations of the corresponding patent document, as we expect the
selected patent is more inuential than others. When selecting dominating nodes,
the total cost of selected nodes should be minimized.
In addition, the vertices are connected by two types of edges: Es and Ect. Es
contains undirected edges, where each edge connects two patent vertices and the edge
weight ws denotes the content proximity of connected vertices. For patent documents,
it is often dicult to calculate the similarity/proximity, as there are a lot of domain-
specic and ambiguous terms, and dierent patents may have their own writing styles.
To this end, we extract the most signicant section of patents, i.e., claims, since this
section denes the major invention of patents and often has relatively stable writing
structures. We employ \bag-of-words" representation and the cosine measure for
proximity computation. Two vertices are linked if and only if the content proximity
is greater than a predened threshold . In our proposed framework, Es is used for
dominating patent selection.
Another set of edges, Ect, are directed edges, where each edge represents either
the citation linkage between two vertices, or the temporal order of two vertices. Two
vertices form a temporal link if and only if they do not have a citation link and
their respective timestamp dierence falls into a predened time range [1; 2]. For
simplicity, we assign a unit value 1 to the weight of edges Ect, i.e., wct = 1. Ect
serves to connect the selected dominating patents for specic patent applications.
For example, to outline the technology evolution of a particular technical eld, we
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can employ Ect to generate an evolution tree of dominating patents. Details can be
found in Section 5.3 for dierent applications.
5.2.2 Identifying Dominating/Inuential Patents
Our goal is to detect the patent documents with representative power, or say, domi-
nating/inuential patents. To this end, we dene the problem on the undirected part,
i.e., (V;wv; Es;ws), of the multi-view graph introduced in Section 5.2.1. Specically,
given the graph G, a dominating set of G is a subset S of vertices with the following
property: each vertex v 2 V is either in the dominating set S, or is adjacent to
some vertices in S. Note that in G, each vertex has a cost with respect to specic
applications. The problem of nding a set of dominating patent documents can be
formulated as the minimum-cost dominating set problem [CHL+03,SL10].
Problem 3. Given a graph G = (V;wv; Es;ws) and a budget L, the problem of
minimum-cost dominating set (MCDS) is to nd a dominating set S, with size L, of
vertices in G whose total vertex cost is the minimum.
The MCDS problem is closely related to the problem of minimum dominating set
(MDS). The vertex cover problem, which is known as an NP-hard problem, can be
reduced to the MDS problem.
Reduction. Given a connected graph G = (V;E), we replace each edge of G
by a triangle to create another graph G0 = (V 0; E 0). In G0, V 0 = V [ Ve where
Ve = fveijei 2 Eg, and E 0 = E [ Ee where Ee = f(vei ; vk); (vei ; vl)jei = (vk; vl) 2 Eg.
Such a transformation can be viewed as subdividing each edge (u; v) by the addition
of a vertex, and adding an edge directly from u to v.
Assume G has a vertex cover S with size K, then S forms a dominating set in G0.
As each vertex v has at least one edge (v; u), and u must be in the cover if v is not.
Since v is adjacent to u, then v has a neighbor in S.
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For the reverse direction, assume that G0 has a dominating set S 0 with size K,
which only contains vertices from the vertex set V . If vei is selected in S
0, then we
can replace it by either vk or vl, without increasing the size of S
0. We now claim that
S 0 forms a vertex cover. For each edge ei, vei must have a neighbor (either vk or vl)
in S 0. This neighbor will cover the edge ei, and thus the dominating set in G0 is a
vertex cover in G. 
It has been shown that no algorithm can achieve an approximation factor better
than c log jV j for some c > 0 [Kan92]. However, we can obtain a greedy approximation
for MCDS, as shown in Algorithm 2. Starting from an empty set, if the current subset
of vertices is not the dominating set, a new vertex with the minimum averaged cost
(with respect to its neighbor size) and not adjacent to any vertex in the current set
will be added. In other words, the cost of the new vertex can be evenly shared by its
neighbors. Such a greedy algorithm provides a factor of 1 + log jV j approximation of
MCDS [RS97].
Algorithm 2 Approximation of MCDS.
Require: G = (V;wv; Es;ws): undirected patent graph; L: predened threshold of
dominating patents
Ensure: T: a minimum-cost dominating set S
1: S  ;; T  ;
2: while jSj < L do
3: for v 2 V   S do
4: s(v) = jfv0j(v0; v) 2 Esg n T j
5: end for
6: v = argminv
cost(v)
s(v)
7: S = S [ fvg; T = T [ fv0j(v0; v) 2 Esg
8: end while
9: return T
By Algorithm 2, we can obtain a set of dominating patents related to the specic
technical eld, with the limit of a predened dominator number L. Note that in
Algorithm 2, cost(v) represents the value of w(v), i.e., the cost of the vertex v. It
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may be related to the citation relations as indicated in Problem 1, or relevant to
the query set as indicated in Problem 2.
5.3 Potential Applications
The identied dominating patents from Section 5.2.2 enable a list of patent-related
applications. In this section, we will discuss these applications from the perspective
of connecting the dots between dominating patents.
5.3.1 Generating Tree-Based PatentLine
The rst application is named as PatentLine, aiming to discover the technology
evolution tree of a particular technical eld. This problem has recently attracted
increasing interest in the information retrieval community. Most existing approaches
focus on identifying evolutionary topics in scientic literatures [BEG09,BEZG09] by
making use of vector space model or LDA-alike topic models. Some recent work
further tries to analyze the roles of linkage analysis (e.g., the co-authorship [ZJZG06]
or citation analysis [HCP+09]) in topic detection and evolution. However, these
existing methods cannot be simply applied to our problem setting of generating an
evolutionary tree of patents. In addition, the characteristics of patent domain (e.g.,
lengthy and ambiguous description, full of technical terms) render these methods
ineective in generating patent evolution tree.
The dominating patents obtained from dominating set approximation are capa-
ble of representing the rest of patents in the graph in terms of content proximity
and citation inuence. Note that when utilizing Algorithm 2 to identify dominating
patents, the cost of a vertex, i.e., cost(v), is dened as the inverse of the total number
of citations of the corresponding patent document, as we expect the selected patent
is more inuential than others. However, there might be some technical gaps among
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these patents, that is, they may not be well connected. In order to provide a uent
structure of patent documents, e.g., a patentline, we have to nd ways to link them
together. Also, for presentation purpose, the generated structure of patent documents
should be as dense and informative as possible, i.e., to include the minimum number
of patents or have the maximum inuence over other options.
To tackle this problem, we utilize the directed part, i.e., (V;wv; Ect;wct), of the
multi-view graph introduced in Section 5.2.1. The procedure is depicted in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: The procedure of PatentLine.
We formulate the problem as the minimum-cost Steiner tree problem. Given a
graph G and a subset of vertices S, a Steiner tree of G is similar to minimum spanning
tree, dened as the subtree of G that contains S with the minimum total cost. In
our problem setting, the total cost is dened as the sum of vertex cost of the entire
Steiner tree.
Problem 4. Given a graph G = (V;wv; Ect;wct), a vertex set S  V (terminals)
and a vertex v0 2 S from which every vertex of S is reachable in G, the problem
of minimum-cost Steiner tree (MCST) is to nd the subtree of G rooted at v0 that
subsumes S with minimum total vertex cost.
The problem of MCST, a directed version of the Steiner tree problem, is known as
an NP-hard problem [Kar72]. As suggested by [CCC+98], a reasonable approximation
can be achieved by nding the shortest path from the root to each terminal and then
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Algorithm 3 Steineri(G; S; v0; k) for a directed graph
Require: G = (V;wv; Ect;wct): directed patent graph; S: terminal set; v0 2 S: root
of the Steiner tree; k: target size of terminals to be covered
Ensure: T: a Steiner tree rooted at v0 covering at least k terminals
1: T  ;
2: while k > 0 do
3: Topt  ;;
4: cost(Topt) 1
5: for v, (v0; v) 2 Ect, and k0, 1  k0  k do
6: T 0  Steineri 1(G; S; v; k0) [ f(v0; v)g
7: if (cost(Topt) > cost(T
0)) then
8: Topt  T 0
9: end if
10: end for
11: T  T [ Topt; k  k   jS \ V (Topt)j;
12: S  S n V (Topt)
13: end while
14: return T
combining the paths, with the approximation ratio of O(log2 k), where k is the number
of terminals. The approximation algorithm is described in Algorithm 3.
The algorithm employs a recursive way to generate the Steiner tree T . It takes a
level parameter i  1. When i = 1, Steiner1 is simple to describe, i.e., to nd the k
terminals which are the closest to the root v0 and connect them to v0 using shortest
paths. As i > 1, Steineri repeatedly nds a vertex v adjacent to the input root of
the i-th function and a number k0 such that the cost of the updated tree is the least
among all the trees of this form. After obtaining the expected path, we update the
corresponding Steiner tree, the target size k and the terminal set S.
The generated Steiner tree of the patent graph gives us an elegant representation
of patent evolution, which describes the transitions from the root patent to all the
other dominating patents. Once the Steiner tree is generated, we can easily obtain
a concise summary for each patent in the tree by applying document summarization
techniques.
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5.3.2 Tracing Technologies To Ancestors
The second application is called PatentTrace, which aims to trace a given patent
document back to its ancestors to examine what techniques that the given patent
utilizes. This problem is relatively new in the domain of patent analysis. One major
issue of modern patent documents is the growing complexity of the involved tasks,
i.e., a single patent may contain a list of procedures and involve a lot of technologies.
For such inventions, one may often need multiple research teams to develop dierent
processes, and various inventions may be interlinked. Hence, to ease the understand-
ing of patent analysts, it is imperative to identify key techniques related to the patent
being investigated, and represent them in an informative manner.
To tackle this problem, we rely on the identied dominating patents based on the
framework of PatentDom. The procedure of PatentTrace is described in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: The procedure of PatentTrace.
Given a patent document as a query q, we rst utilize Algorithm 2 to discover
dominating patents based on the undirected part of the multi-view patent graph
introduced in Section 5.2.1. Here we expect that the dominating patents are not only
relevant to the query patent, but also reect the important technologies. Hence in
Algorithm 2, the cost of a vertex, i.e., cost(v), should be dened in a way dierent
from the one introduced in Section 5.3.1. To this end, we consider both content and
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citation relations of patent documents, and dene cost(v) as
cost(v) =
1  sim(v; q)
citation(v)
; (5.1)
where the numerator denotes the content distance between the query patent q and
the node v, and the denominator represents the citation count of the patent v. The
similarity between patents is calculated using the content from claims, as indicated
in Section 5.2.1. By Eq.(5.1), we expect to select the patents with content similar to
the query patent, as well as with more citations to represent its inuential power.
After identifying a list of dominating patents related to the given query, the next
step is to connect these patents in order to provide a uent trace from the query back
to its ancestors. Some of the identied key patents may have a timestamp later than
the one of the query patent, and hence they cannot be included in the nal trace.
To this end, we employ the directed part of the multi-view patent graph. Starting
from the query node, we iteratively reverse the directed edges, and remove the nodes
later than the query node, as well as the edges with opposite directions. The resulted
subgraph G serves as the basis for trace generation.
Similar to PatentLine, we formulate the problem of tracing a patent to its an-
cestors as the minimum-cost Steiner tree problem. We then utilize Algorithm 3 to
form the trace. The input is slightly dierent from the one in Section 5.3.1. v0, as
the root of the Steiner tree, is the query patent q. The terminal set S contains the
dominators that are reachable from v0 in the subgraph G. The generated Steiner tree
presents an informative representation of patent trace, which vividly describes the re-
lated ancestor technologies with respect to the query patent. Similar to PatentLine,
we can generate a concise summary for each patent in the tree by applying document
summarization techniques.
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5.3.3 Discovering Technical Connections
The third application is named as PatentLink, aiming at discovering the potential
relations between two patent documents. Given two patents p1 and p2 from dierent
time periods, where p1 is published earlier than p2, they may not connect directly
through citation relations. However, it is possible that p2 is an implicit extension of
p1 in terms of technologies, or an application of the techniques described in p1. Such
latent connections are valuable for companies to design the corresponding product
strategy. To the best of our knowledge, this problem has not yet attracted any
research attention in the domain of patent analysis.
To address this problem, we rst utilize the framework of PatentDom to identify
dominating patents. Given a query set Q = fp1; p2g, we discover the dominating
patents relevant to Q using Algorithm 2. The calculation of vertex cost is similar
to Eq.(5.1). The only dierence is the similarity score, which is computed as the
averaged similarity between the vertex and the query patents.
The key patents are able to help connect the two query patents. However in the
multi-view patent graph, multiple paths may exist between the given query patents.
The challenge here is how to identify important paths in order to depict the strong
connection between queries. In other words, how to nd the nodes that are the
center-piece, and have direct or indirect connections to all the query nodes? To this
end, we employ the so-called center-piece subgraph [TF06, TFK07] and apply it to
the direct part of the multi-view graph. We expand the query set Q by adding all
the dominators falling in between the time period from p1 and p2. By doing this, the
generated center-piece subgraph is able to show how the two patents are connected
through leading technologies. The procedure is shown in Figure 5.4.
The algorithm CEPS described in [TFK07] for generating center-piece subgraph
involves three steps: (1) calculating individual goodness score for a single node with
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Figure 5.4: The procedure of PatentLink.
respect to each query node; (2) combining individual scores to obtain the goodness
score for a single node with respect to the query set; and (3) extracting a connection
subgraph maximizing the goodness criteria. The individual goodness score can be
calculated using random walk with restart. Given a query pi, a random particle
starts from pi, and then iteratively transmits to its neighborhood with the probability
proportional to the edge weight between them, and also at each step, it has some
probability c to return to the node pi. Let R be the matrix containing the probability
that the particle will nally stay at node pi, then the matrix form of random walk
calculation can be represented as
RT = cRT W+ (1  c)E;
where E = [~ei](i = 1; : : : ; jQj), and each ~ei is the unit query vector with all zeros
except one at row pi. Notice that in our problem setting, we expand the query set by
including appropriate dominators, and hence the corresponding dominators' entries
are 1. W is the normalized adjacency matrix. Detailed procedure can be found
in [TFK07].
5.4 Empirical Evaluation
In this section, we provide a comprehensive experimental evaluation to show the
ecacy of our proposed framework PatentDom. We start with an introduction to
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the patent collection used in the experiment. To validate the proposed framework,
we compare our method with other existing solutions of identifying key patents. We
further present several case studies to show the ecacy of the approaches for dierent
applications.
5.4.1 Patent Data
The data set used in our experiment is provided by State Intellectual Property Of-
ce of the P.R.C (SIPO)1, containing 16,518 US granted patents under the section
G (physics), whose ling dates are ranging from 2001 to 2012. It covers three sub-
domains, including patents related to data processing system (G06Q 10/00), photome-
chanical production (G03F 7/00), and optical operation (G02F 1/00). The statistics
of the data are depicted in Table 5.1. Under each patent code, there are a list of
major patent groups, and each group contains at least 250 patents. Note that there
is no standard patent data set that provides the ground truth of important patent
documents with respect to a domain. Hence, for evaluation purpose, we ask patent
analysts to manually select at least 20 key patents for each patent group as the ground
truth.
Table 5.1: The description of patent data.
Domain Code Groups # of Patents Average
G02F 1/00 17 11,218 660
G03F 7/00 6 2,922 487
G06Q 10/00 5 2,378 476
To conduct the experiment, we extract the title, claims, citations and publishing
timestamp of each patent document, and preprocess the content using natural lan-
guage processing techniques, such as removing stop words, tokenizing, and stemming.
1http://english.sipo.gov.cn.
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The content of each patent is represented as a term vector, and the content proxim-
ity of patents is calculated using the cosine similarity for the purpose of similarity
calculation. The citation relations are restricted in the patent collection.
5.4.2 Evaluation on PatentDom
In PatentDom, to construct the multi-view patent graph, we empirically set the con-
tent proximity threshold  as 0.2, and the time range as 3 months. To evaluate our
proposed framework, we implement three existing methods of identifying key patents
as the baselines:
 COA [HSGA09]: It rates a patent based on its value by measuring the recency
and impact of important phrases that appear in the claims. The score of a
word w in a patent d is determined as follows:
score(w) = max(
support(w)  2
age(w) + 1
; 0);
where age(w) denes the recency of w, which is the time dierence between the
year w rst occurs in the patent collection and the issue year of d; support(w)
is the number of follow-up patents that contain w. The score of d is the sum of
scores of all the words in d. This method is based on the content and temporal
information of patent documents.
 PageRank [Fuj07a]: It employs PageRank to rank patent documents, where the
probability of accessing a patent is treated as the citation-based score for each
document. This method is purely based on the citation relations of patents.
 CorePatent [HHX+12]: It aims to address the unique patent vocabulary usage
problem by using a topic-based temporal mining approach to quantify a patent's
novelty and inuence. It initially identies latent topics using an LDA-alike
model [NASW09], and then examines the activeness of topics and removes noisy
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Table 5.2: Comparison with existing methods. (Bold indicates the best performance.
* indicates the statistical signicance at p < 0:01.)
Methods
top@10 top@30 top@50
Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1
COA 0.11 0.056 0.07 0.092 0.138 0.11 0.086 0.215 0.123
PageRank 0.106 0.053 0.07 0.1 0.15 0.12 0.112 0.28 0.16
CorePatent 0.188 0.094 0.125 0.192 0.288 0.231 0.192 0.48 0.274
PatentDom 0.194 0.097 0.129 0.22* 0.33* 0.263* 0.212* 0.53* 0.3*
topics. Finally it quanties patent novelty and inuence, and ranks patents by
their scores. This method utilizes both content and temporal information of
patents.
The problem of identifying key patents is essentially a retrieval problem. For each
method and each patent group, we rank and select top@10, top@30, top@50 patent
documents based on its corresponding ranking criterion, and compare the results
with the ground truth provided by patent analysts. For comparison, we compute the
averaged precision, recall and F1-score of the entire 28 patent groups. The results are
reported in Table 5.2.
As depicted in the table, our proposed framework, PatentDom, achieves the best
performance compared with other baselines in terms of the precision, recall and F1-
score. Especially for the recall, it signicantly outperforms other methods. This is
very valuable as the retrieval in the domain of patent analysis is a recall-based task.
It is extremely important to have a higher recall in order to reduce the human eorts
as well as to lower the risk of missing important patent documents.
We further examine the details of the results by investigating the content as well
as citations of patent documents. Based on the analysis, we observe that PatentDom
presents important patents of dierent time periods, and these patents are able to
cover the dominating technologies in the corresponding domain without too much
interlinking. Compared with PatentDom, the baselines provide partial or unreasonable
key patents:
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 Most patents in the results of COA fall into the earlier time periods, i.e., it
only identies key patents in the early years. However, there might be some
patents serving as a connection link between the preceding and the following
technologies, which are also important. COA fails to capture these patents, and
hence its performance is comparatively worse than other baselines.
 PageRank only identies important patents in the early and middle stages, due
to the property of the PageRank algorithm. However in practice, technolo-
gies often evolve over time, and hence in recent stages we may have emerging
technologies used by a lot of companies, which are also important in some sense.
 CorePatent discovers important patents from the topic-oriented perspective,
and the results generated by this method are important in terms of the content.
However, it fails to consider the citation relations of patent documents. Because
of this, the identied key patents often center on several major technology com-
panies, e.g., FujiFilm Corporation presents a lot of patents in photomechan-
ical production. Nonetheless, these patents are usually related to each other
with much more redundancy. This is the reason for which the performance of
CorePatent is comparable to ours when the number of retrieved key patents is
small, but is getting worse with more key patents.
5.4.3 Case Studies of Dierent Applications
Validating the ecacy of our proposed solutions to the three applications is a sub-
jective process, as it is dicult to obtain annotated ground truth. We hence resort
to case studies on the collected patent data. All the cases used in this section are
reviewed by domain experts and are conrmed to be eective.
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Figure 5.5: A case study of PatentLine.
A Case Study on PatentLine
PatentLine presents a way to explore the technology evolution of a specic technical
eld. To evaluate the ecacy of PatentLine, we perform a case study on a collection
of patent data. The major international classication code of the patent data is
\G06Q 10/00", representing the topic of \data processing systems or processes for
administration and management of an organization, enterprise or employees". This
code includes 5 sub-domains, and their descriptions are shown in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: The description of patent classication.
Code Description # of Patents
G06Q 10/02 Reservations, e.g., meetings 288
G06Q 10/04 Forecasting or optimization 341
G06Q 10/06 Workow management 404
G06Q 10/08 Inventory management 534
G06Q 10/10 Oce automation 811
We run Algorithm 2 (limiting the number of dominators to be 10) and Algorithm 3
on the generated multi-view patent graph, and the resulted Steiner tree is demon-
strated in Figure 5.5, organized by the temporal order of patents. For representation
purpose, we only list the keywords that are contained in the title of patents. The
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bold rectangles denote the dominators identied by Algorithm 2. The X-axis de-
scribes the publishing dates of the patents. As observed in Figure 5.5, \Management"
in \G06Q 10/00" starts from manipulating data, as described in the rst dominator,
and then can be decomposed into several subtopics. The line labeled as 1 mainly
describes meeting scheduling, which is related to \G06Q 10/02". The lines of 2
and 3 include production workows and optimizing project, etc., which correspond
to \G06Q 10/06" and \G06Q 10/04", respectively. The path labeled as 4 depicts
some techniques of inventory and service management, which is relevant to \G06Q
10/08". These three evolution paths give us a general understanding of how tech-
nologies evolve with respect to the corresponding categories. These results have been
reviewed and assessed by domain experts.
One interesting phenomenon in Figure 5.5 is the path of 5, which describes the
technologies of health care management, such as medical intelligence, patient treat-
ment, etc. From Table 5.3 we cannot nd a mapping between this topic and the
available codes. We further check the detailed assignments of classication codes to
the patents along this line, and nd that besides \G06Q 10/00", the patents are all
assigned to the code \G06Q 50/00", which includes the classication of health care
and patient record management. It somehow indicates that \G06Q 50/00" is more
suitable to these patents rather than \G06Q 10/00". The analysts may be able to
obtain more insights by using our proposed framework.
A Case Study on PatentTrace
PatentTrace formalizes the problem of tracing back a given technology/patent. The
purpose is to trace a given patent document back to its ancestors to investigate what
techniques that the given patent utilizes. To validate the proposed solution for this
problem, we use the patent data under the international classication code of \G02F
1/1335", which represents the structural association of optical devices, e.g., polarisers
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Figure 5.6: A case study of PatentTrace.
and reectors. The data contains 3,080 patent documents. The query patent used
in this case study is US8269915, which is related to a type of liquid crystal display
apparatus (LCD), and was led in 2008. Our goal is to examine what techniques are
adopted in this product and how these techniques evolve to the product.
We treat US8269915 as a query and run the query-focused version of Algorithm 2
(limiting the number of dominators to be 20). We then run Algorithm 3 on the gener-
ated multi-view patent graph. The resulted back tracing Steiner tree is demonstrated
in Figure 5.6. Similar to the case study of PatentLine, we only list the keywords
of the title of patents for each patent document. The bold rectangles denote the
dominators identied by query-focused MCDS. The X-axis represents the ling dates
of patents.
This type of LCD contains two major components, i.e., the display and optical
components. Our proposed solution to PatentTrace has successfully identied these
two components (as depicted in Figure 5.6). For the display component, it involves
polarized lighting plate (as indicated in the line of 2) and color ltering array (de-
scribed by the line of 1). For the optical component, it consists of three major devices,
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i.e., optical lm (3), prism sheet (4), and back-light unit (5). The gure outlines the
major constituent parts of LCD, and describes how related techniques evolve to the
corresponding components. For example, as indicated by line 3, the function of the
optical lm was originally fullled by birefringent retardation lm, and then changed
to reective optical sheet, and nally laminated optical lm. These results have been
validated by patent analysts.
A Case Study on PatentLink
In practice, the linkage between two technologies is often achieved by technology
evolution or technology application. The goal of PatentLink is to discover the details
of evolution or application, in which the identied key patents serve to the ties that
bind the technologies together. This would be very helpful for patent analysts to
eectively understand the linkage between technologies.
To validate the ecacy of our solution to PatentLink, we present a case study on
a collection of patent documents under the international classication code of \G03F
7/00", which represents the photomechanical production of textured or patterned
surfaces. This data set contains 2,922 granted patents. We try to nd the linkage
between the patents US7771916 and US8053172. The former describes a polymeriz-
able composition, which was led in 2004; the latter proposes a method of forming a
photoresist pattern using the photoresist composition, which was led in 2008. The
polymeriable composition is not directly used in the latter patent.
The experimental setup is similar to the one of PatentTrace. The resulted center-
piece subgraph is depicted in Figure 5.4. There are 4 dominators falling in between the
ling time period of the two query patents. With the help of patent analysts, we can
identify several interesting paths that reect the technology evolution/application.
For example, the path of the dotted line indicates how the technique of polymerizable
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Figure 5.7: A case study of PatentLink.
composition evolves to the one of photresist composition, connected by the technique
of photolithography in 1.
5.5 Chapter Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter, we study the problem of identifying dominating technologies using
granted patent documents. Based on the analysis of domain characteristics of patents,
we propose a unied framework, called PatentDom, to detect key patents from a large
number of patents in a structural way. We formulate the problem as the minimum-cost
dominating set problem, and employ graph-based optimization approaches to solve
this problem. We further present potential applications of the proposed framework,
including outlining the technology evolution of a particular domain (PatentLine),
tracing a given technique to prior technologies (PatentTrace), and mining the tech-
nical connection of two given patent documents (PatentLink). Simple yet eective
graph-based approaches are proposed based on the identied key patents as well as the
requirements of the corresponding applications. Extensive empirical evaluation and
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case studies on a collection of US patents demonstrate the ecacy and eectiveness
of our proposed framework.
In our proposed framework, the cost of a vertex (patent) is dened based on the
content and citation counts of the corresponding patent. It is interesting to extend
it using external resources, such as patent examination results [HSN+12], patent
maintenance decisions [JSC+11], and court judgments [LHL+11]. These resources
explicitly indicate the relative importance of the patents, and hence are helpful to
rene the denition of the cost. Further, to construct the multi-view patent graph,
we utilize the content from claims to calculate the similarity. Due to the complex
structure of patent documents as well as the diverse writing styles, the similarity may
not represent the actual proximity between patents. We plan to explore semantic
methods to improve the rationality of the edge weight in the undirected part of the
graph.
The three applications introduced in Section 5.3 are all exploratory studies. In the
domain of patent analysis, these applications are able to help patent analysts quickly
identify the expected information without too much human eort, and make the
corresponding decisions. It is worthy to provide quantitative measures to evaluate
the generated results based on the requirement of the applications. In addition,
we also plan to discover more applications/problems that can be solved using the
dominating patents identied by PatentDom. Further, to ease the understanding, an
interesting direction is to explore ways of visualizing the generated tree/graph based
structures of patent documents.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusion
Patent mining aims at assisting patent analysts in investigating, processing, and
analyzing patent document, which has attracted increasing interest in academia and
industry. However, despite recent advances of patent mining, several critical issues
in current patent mining systems have not been well explored in previous studies.
These issues include: 1) the query retrieval problem that assists patent analysts
nding all the relevant patent documents for a given patent application; 2) the patent
documents comparative summarization problem that facilitates patent analysts in
quickly reviewing any given patent document pairs; and 3) the key patent discovery
problem that helps patent analysts to quickly grasp the linkage between dierent
technologies in order to better understand the technical trend from a collection of
patent documents.
For the issue of patent retrieval, a unied framework, named PatSearch is pro-
posed, where the user submits the entire patent document as the query. Given a
patent document, our framework will automatically extract representative yet dis-
tinguishable terms to generate a search query. In order to alleviate the issues of
ambiguity and topic drifting, a novel query expansion approach is proposed, which
combines content proximity with topic relevance. Our framework aims to help users
retrieve relevant patent documents as many as possible, and provide enough informa-
tion to assist patent analysts in making the patentability decision. The experimental
evaluation demonstrates the eectiveness and ecacy of the proposed solution.
For the issue of patent documents comparison, we proposed a novel and compre-
hensive framework to model and compare given patent documents, named PatCom,
which utilizes graph-based techniques to connect the dots among various aspects of the
two patent documents on a term co-occurrence graph. When analyzing the retrieved
patents for dierent retrieval tasks, our approach can serve as automatic baseline, and
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consequently allow the analysts to quickly go through the results. To the best of our
knowledge, our work is the rst journey towards reducing human eorts of comparing
patent documents by leveraging comparative summarization techniques. Extensive
quantitative analysis and case studies on real world patent documents demonstrate
the eectiveness of our proposed approach.
For the issue of key patents discovering, we proposed a unied framework of
discovering dominant patent documents, named PatDom, in which multiple types of
patent-related information are employed, including the content and citation relations
of patent documents. The input to the system is a topic or a classication code rele-
vant to a specic technical eld. The system rst retrieves all the patent documents
related to the topic/code from a patent database. We then construct a multi-view
patent graph in which patent content, citation relations and temporal orders are
integrated. We model the problem of identifying key patents as a minimum-cost
dominating set problem, and select key patents using an approximation algorithm.
We further discover a list of patent-related problems based on the identied key
patents. These problems can be resolved by considering the temporal order of patent
documents and connecting the dots between the key patents through graph-based al-
gorithms. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the rst journey towards unifying
the process of understanding the linkage between dierent technologies in the domain
of patent analysis, by considering both document content and citation relations of
patents. Empirical analysis and extensive case studies on a collection of US patent
documents demonstrate the ecacy of our proposed framework.
In summary, this dissertation attempts to data mining techniques to resolve the
patent mining issues in dierent aspects. As far as we know, this dissertation is
the one of the earliest attempts that solves such issues from the analytic perspective
instead from the system perspective.
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Based on these initial exploration, we also found several limitation of the proposed
works and there are some promising extensions can be done in the future. In our
current method of key patents discovering, the cost of a vertex (patent) is dened
based on the content and citation counts of the corresponding patent. It is interesting
to extend it using external resources, such as patent examination results, patent
maintenance decisions, and court judgments. These resources explicitly indicate the
relative importance of the patents, and hence are helpful to rene the denition of
the cost. Further, to construct the multi-view patent graph, we utilize the content
from claims to calculate the similarity. Due to the complex structure of patent
documents as well as the diverse writing styles, the similarity may not represent the
actual proximity between patents. We plan to explore semantic methods to improve
the rationality of the edge weight in the undirected part of the graph.
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